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erals have artillery, including machine
guns, placed near the National theater
and are bombarding the rebels. It
said the rebel forces now number 4,000

by the governor. Mr. Tucker's motion
was tabled.

11, 1913.

CITY
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Mrs. Scott May Not Know
01
San Francisao, Feb. 11. ThS widow
Just before the noon recess an ef
of Captain Scott proba-blknows toi
fort was made to .recommit the bill to
day that her husband was overwhelmmen.
the finance committee, also to a spe
ed by a blizzard while making his.
At 11:15 a. m. the federals were re
cial committee to be named by the
way back from the South Pole, hut
ported making aa attack on the arsen
how she received the news is blanketspeaker, lioth motions were lost.
al. They were led foy General Blan-queTribute to Luna's Memory
ed in the silence of the Pacific ocean.
At this time President Madero
The senate this afternoon devoted
Mrs. Scott sailed from here Februwas in communication with Monterey,
its entire session to a memorial ser
ary 5 on the liner Aoraugi, bound for
Mexico..
vice for the late Solomon Luna, na
Wellington, New Zealand.. It was im
REBELLION
FINDS
THE DIAZ
Passengers ou today's through traini BILL IS SHORN OF ALL AMEND- tional republican committeeman from CAPTAIN SCOTT. AS BLIZZARD possible to reach her by wireless in WEST VIRGINIA SOLDIERS Af
from Mexico included only five Amer
New Mexico and ona of the leading
MENTS AND IS AS ORIGINJA.-'C- THERE ARE MANY SOLDIERS
CLOSED
IN, WROTE FINAL
daylight hours yesterday, but the send
SENT OUT TO QUELL RIOTS IN
cans.
One American said that he
politicians of the state. Republicans,
LY INTRODUCED.
LOYAL TO PRESIDENT.
ing station here believed last night
MESSAGE TO THE WORLD.
f
KANAWAH
was compelled to pay $35 for
car
democrats and progressives all partithat the Aorangi was in range and" re
riase to go from the center of Mexico
in
to
the services. Eulogies
cipated
peatedly sent messages..
IN City to the National railway station. EMERGENCY CLAUSE DROPPED Mr. Luna were paid by Senators Wal- COMMENDS CREW'S BRAVERY
ARTILLERY
These should have been received SEVERAL
KEN AEE
KILLEl
jSJROUGHT
He asserts that about 2,000 persons
ton, Miera, Hinkle, Crampton, Abey-tia- ,
but the Aorangi's feeble sending ap
i
wanted to leave the country, hut were
Barth and Holt Those of differwhich
paratus,
has
a
radius
of
NOT
WILL
only tant
BECOME
EFFECTIVE
REBELS ARE IN POSSESSION OF unable to do so. He
General Elliott at daybreak to?
ent political faith spoke feelingly of SAYS THEIR HEROISM SHOULD about 300 miles,
suggested special
permitted of no acFOR NINETY DAYS AFTER
THE ARSENAL, WHICH THEY
STIR THE HEART OF EVERY
trains should be provided.
Mr. Luna's fair play in .politics and
LAST NIGHT MUCH BLOOD ISf
knowledgement that it caught either
ADJOURNMENT.
FIGHT TO KEEP.
all spoke of him as a man of high
ENGLISHMAN.
here or at Honolulu. Today the Aoran
SHED
moral principles.
Business Interests are Threatened
gi will pas out of range entirely: and,
At the late afternoon session of the
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 11. Strong
inasmuch as there is neither cable nor
FATE IN SENATE DOUBTFUL house no further
ELCODY
BATTLE IS BEGUN
to the British govern
progress was made' HE WAS AN UNSELFISH MAN wireless at Papeete, Hahlta, or Rara- - MAY CAUSE NEW OEPARTlIEN j
with the salary bill. A large number
ment have been made by stockholders
tonga, h.or next ports of call, no furnew measures made their appear ARRANGED THAT
of
of
Mexican
the
ANOTHER
8ENorthwestern
CONFERENCE
LATE THIS AFTERNOON IT WAS
railway
PROFITS FROM ther effort will be made to communi- STATE IS CONSIDERING
E3TA
ance. These bills have been accum
and its industrial adjuncts which have
cate with her.
TWEEN THE
TWO HOUSES
DIFFICULT TO PREDICT THE
HIS STORY SHOULD BE DII
LISHING
A
CONSTABULARY
the
suffered' most heavily from the con
debates
upulating during
The liner Tahiti, bound for San
lengthy
LIKELY WILL BE HELD.
FINAL OUTCOME.
VIDED
WITH
COMPANIONS
on the salary measure and the house
SYSTEM AT ONCE
tnued strife in Mexico, it is said on
Francisco and due to pass the Aoranresignedly composed itself to hear
good authority. The railway and lumgi next Sunday, has a powerful send-iu4 them and get them out of the way
London, Feb. 11. Grief and pride
bering interests are oI1j Pearson cor 4'
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 11. Adjf
equipment and may pick up a
4- h
conconsigning them to the more or in the simple narrative of high cour- message from the Aorangi and relay taut General Elliott at
poration, an
day break tot
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 11.
Mexico City, Feb. 11 Fight- less tender mercies of the various age, endurance and sacrifice given it either to Honolulu or
cern.
the American active command of the disturbed se
committees. Indications were that the in Captain Robert F. Scott's farewell mainland. Otherwise the
By the vote of 28 to 16, the
The mills at Madera, Chihuahua
ing has been In progress in
Aorangi will tion of the Kanawah coal field, whet;
house this afternoon passed the
the streets since 10 o'clock
closed yesterday, due to continued reb
salary hill might come up for con- - message to the world are close com-no- t
again be in touch with the world (almost a score of miners and guard
this morning. Neither me rebsidoration later in the day and be the petitors for dominance In the feeling until she reaches
county salary bill. Prior to
el activity, and the railway has been
Wellington, Febru were killed in yesterday's battles.
els nor the federal troops had
its passage the bill was shorn
occasion- - for considerable more dis of the British public today.
out of commission for many weeks. A
ary 27.
With a provisional regiment of fiv;
of all amendments and goes to
obtained any advantage up to
cussion.
at El
large wood working factory
"It is a white and not a black
he moved out from Pal;
companies
was
The action
the senate in exactly the form
ff Paso is threatened with a shutdown
we wear for those gallant
Taft Sends Condolences.
mourning
Creek
two being sent to V.
Junction,
in which it was introduced by
if railway communication is not re
acocmpanied by hgavy artil- souls who have done and dared so
Washington, Feb. 11. President Cabin Creek district, where trout)
the finance committee.
The
s
lery fire.
stored soon.
greatly," was the comment of a cab- Taft today sent the following cable was expected today, and three, tin3
emergency clause was stricken
to King George of Great Britain:
inet minister today.
command of Major Thomas D. Davi
1
from the bill and in the event
JCDAY IN CONGRESS
"In offering heartfelt condolanc taking the road to Mucklow, whe.'
Britain Urges America to Act
The closing words of, Captain
11.
Mexico City, Feb.
The rebels
is passed by the senate and
on the death of Captain Scott and his
Scott's epic were:
London, Feb. 11. The British
yesterday's fighting was fiercest
and the federal troops in the Mexican
approved by the governor it
I reflect the sentiment
was urged in the house oj
companions
Orders were issued to clear 11 '
.w.e lived I should have had
"Had
will take effect 90 days after
capital have taken up positions and commons today by William Mitchell
of
my
who
share
the
countrymen
mountains
a
of armed men and mar,;
to
11.
tale
tell of the hardihood, the
Washington,
Senate;
Feb,
the adjournment of the legislafighting is expected to begin at any Thomson to urge on the United States
sorrow of British people at the loss arrests were
Senators Chilton
o!"
endurance
"afid
Watson
and
expected before night K
the
of
courage
my
time.
ture. There is said to be little
The government troops are the
of bo many noble lives."
some quarters the opinion was
West Virginia were formally exoner-ate- companions
desirability of taking action for
would
which
stir
the
slowly closing in on the rebels.
hope that the measure, in the
the restoration of order in Mexico.
from charges of corruption in heart of every Englishman.
pressed that the miners had retire?
These
Madero has a total of not less
form it passed the house, can
SENATORS EXONERATED.
Sir Edward Grey stated in reply that
into the mountains and the soldie,:
their
election.
notes
our
and
rougn
dead
bodies
than 6,000 soldiers in the city and ex it would be
muster a majority in the senWashington, Feb. 11. Senators would meet with but little oj.ftosir.6
entirely contrary to interCampaign funds investigating com- must tell the tale. But surely, surely
reinforcements
further
ate and it is quite likely that
shortly. national
pects
mittee began its inquiry into 1912 a great and rich country like ours Chilton and Watson of West Virginia but General Elliott and his i:i?u we
practice to approach the Uni-ttFelix Diaz, the rebel leader, has some
a conference between the two 4
States government in the manner
will see that those who are depend- were exonerated of charges of cor- prepared for eventualities."
campaign,
3,000 men under his command. The
He added that the action 4; houses will be held and another
Severn!
-ent upon us are properly provided ruption In their election when the
suggested.
Governor Glassc-ee"railroad
testic.ji.-- presidents
4. effort .made, to agree-upo- n
advantage given him by the capture-o- f of the' British
a
senate today, by unanimous vote. UaJHeJa .and" the
"
""been
'baWe
fied
had
government
"Interstate
commere?:
c:
fessce
the artillery has now been lost,
confined to requesting the Mexican 4 bill..
committee at hearing of bill on physThese words have hau an electric adopted a resolution discharging the the legislature now fu eeEsiwfituii.v
since the government has had time
committee from further red until late in the
to
ical valuation of railroads.
effect. Steps are on foot already to elections
protect British
morning and ;
to bring up field guns even from a government
4-- 4
4
consideration
of the allegations.
to
termination of the conference it b.?
his appeal to tfcJ nation
respond
far as Cuernavaca.
came known that the commander il
jof parcel post organized with Sena- by assuring a comfortable future for
Generals Victorlano Huerto, Felipe
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 11. The tor Bristow as chairman.
those
men
the
who
every
dependent
upon
military company in the suu
Angeles and Jose Maria de la Vega, POSTMASTER DECLARES house
Passed Poindexter resolution ca'l-- i while waiting certain death couid P.4TT0N PLEADS GUILTY had been ordered to hold his men i !
today put in another strenuous
the federal commanders, began placsession on the salary bill, commenc- ing on secretary of the
'readiness for immediate service.
treasury for still write they did not regret their
ing their men r. position before dayTO
this morning just exactly where it reasons .'or treasury order authorizing journey.
ing
COTTON
One result of the outbreak, it w.;
HE HAD TO "DIG
break today, 'tne streets
leading
commenced
at
the
begin- deposits of customs receipts in nayesterday
would be the introduction int.'
stated,
Captain Scott's interest in the welwestward from the palace toward the
the
ning of debate on the bill. Some tional binks.
of a bill providing ft !
men
was
legislature
his
of
fare
were
rebels
the
HIS
emphasized by
ALLEGED P6S0CIATES, HOWposition occupied by
the
doubt
been
of
had
proa
state
Senator
expressed
Fletcher
bill
WAS
NOTIFIED BY THE CENTRAL
introduced
for practically
the last business he
constabulary, the opinion b
used for parking the reserves of loyEVER, REFUSE TO FOLLOW
priety of the speaker's ruling yester- collectioi by census bureau of turpen- transacted before he left to join the
COMMITTEE THAT HE MUST
ing very general that if an adequate
al infantry, cavalry rnd artillery. At
HIS EXAMPLE.
force of trained men had been or
day afternoon that the bill, lacking as tine and rosin statistics.
CONTRIBUTE.
expedition in New Zealand. This was
the ends of these streets federal outs
it
did, a
Debate on Connecticut river darr. the , sale of his story. He declined
majority and carbatNew York, Feb. 11. James A. Pat- - "11 tte fishtlng 'mM not have 01
posts were stationed to begin the
had fail bill was resumed with agreement to to make any private profit from the ten, the cotton and
curred.
Washington, Feb. 11. With the rying the emergency
tle.
j
grain speculator,
of
So
ed
be vote on t during the legislative day.
there
that
The two trains which left Paint!
passag
might
examination
of Postmaster Thomas
transaction and
decided that the pleaded gluilty in the federal court
The Alameda, the big central park
no misunderstanding in the matter
Creek
Junction for Mucklow at dawr.
J.
Further
of
to
senate
with
conference
total
was
should
Camp
house
the
the.
increase
Ark.,
Bebee,
selected
was
go
recepts
here today to the sixth count in an
of the capital,
by
when the house convened this morn demanded on
legislative, executive the financial reward of the men who indictment charging him with re- proceeded , slowly in the semfcdark--ness- ,
federal commanders as the mobiliza- campaign funds committee tQday
the speaker caused to be read and judicial appropriation bill carry- had undertaken to share with him straint of trade.
with a strong fore of sklrmish.4
tion point for the government troops. launched into an inquiry of the cam- ing,
Judge Meyer fined
an opinion by Attorney General Clan- ing commerce court provision.
the dangers of the Antarctic region. Mr. Patten $4,000, which was paid ers thrown out on each side of the
paign of 1912.
train. '
Details of an assessment upon of- cy which sustained him absolutely in
Kouhb. IveBiinied consideration of
It was therefore arranged that all Immediately.
Madero Claim Capital
It had gone only a few miles wise;
ficeholders in Arkansas by the repub- his ruling of ysterday. The attor- agricultural appropriation bill.
Pat-tosums
sixth
The
of
the
count charges that
realized from fhe story
Washington, Feb. 11 The battle- lican state committee were described ney general 'recommended a new form
armed men statioueu in the under ;
Naval affairs committee voted to adventure
and
his
Robdistributed
Colonel
should
be
associates,
ships Virginia and Georgia, of the by Camp, who said ne
recently had of emergency clause designed to take recommend construction of two bat- among the members of the crew as a ert M. Thompson, William II. Brown, growth were encountered. There was
Atlantic fleet, put out from Guantana-m- o been
no shooting, but 10 ot the rioters;
to resign under pro- effect only if the bill carrying it se- tleships.
compelled
surprise bonus gn their return to F. B. Hayne and Eugene Scales,
at 2 a. m. today for Mexico. The test as
s
were
vote
cured
the
necessary
captured and the soldiers gathArk.
at
committee
deferred
until England.
postmaster
Judiciary
Bebee,
agreed, under a contract, to buy pracVirginia will go to Vera Cruz and the Camp produced letters
ered
70 sticks of dynamite, cap
next session action on Clayton resoup
Gor- required by the constitution.
by
signed
the
entire
cotton
of
raw
Mrs. Scott is assured of a gwd tically
crop
Georgia to Tampieo. The Colorado and don H. Campoell, treasurer of the rethe
of a message lution for single, six year presidential
1909 in order to hold it out of the ped and fused, that had been placer;
Following
reading
the
from
British
government.
pension
and South Dakota at San Diego are
at regular intervals along the rails
publican state committee, demanding from the governor announcing approv- term.
A memorial service for Captain market until November 1, 1910. To
undor orders to sail today for Mexican a contribution of $o'9.
Passed agricultural appropriation Scott and his companions is to be the seven other counts In the iudict-men- t for a distance of six mtleti.
Camp observ- al of a bill permitting judges to rent
ports on the Pacific side.
When the prisoners were taken'
ed that was ttirea per cent of his sal- chambers, Mr. RogerB moved that the bill carrying approximately $1.7 000,000.
Putton pleaded not guilty and
held in St. Paul's cathedral on Fri
Pedro Lascurnln, Mexican minister
to Paint Creek Junction, where the.-arin a speech,
ary and he did not mak the contri- vote of yesterday, by which the counwere
nolled
Representative
lleflin,
tne
court
by
day. Flags in all parts of Dosu ju they
of foreign affairs, today telegraphed bution.
'
He sent the first letter to ty salaries bill was defeated, be
being neld under heavy guard, !!
eulogized Lester Bryan, the Kentucky are flying at
t
today.
the embassy here:
was
discovered that among them was
Postmaster General
corn club boy who died hero.
this motion prevailed.
riitencoek, he
Reindictments May Be Made.
The tragedy of Captain Robert F.
"Reported resignation of President said, asking wuether he would be reJ. F. Parsons, socialist candidate f oj
deGeneral Wickersham
Attorney
11.
The
Mr. Ulanchai'd moved that the bill
Feb,
remainWashington,
was re
Scott's Antartic expedition
Madero absolutely false. Thei gover- moved if he failed to
the legislature from Kniiawaha conn
comply with do now pass, which was the signal clined to submit his reason for
ferred to today in the house of com ing defendants in the cotton corner ty, and
nors of the states remain faithful. The the request.
known as a leader
long
Oil
warrants
Standard
case
will
bo
in
reindicted
for
against
the flood of amendments with
probably
mons by Premier Asquith,
Speaking
capital la in the hands of the governHe received no answer, he said, which the house toiled all
among the miners in the Cabin Cre-fofficials in Texas.
the
of
to
company
cure
development
justice
yesterday
with evident emotion he said:
ment, rebels holding only the arsenal." but in November and December rewhat Is regarded ns a flaw iu the country.
day. Of these the only one of any
Unconfirmed reports are received
"We all at this moment are under
from
First Assistant'
Reports from Mucklow and sjjus.t
ceived letters
PAT.
WICKERSHAM
STANDS
indictment.
was
pending
that
offered
that Zacaias and Oaxaca have de- Postmaster General Gramifield de- particular importance
the
the
created
ard
deep
by
impression
say that mountains are s
11.
Feb.
Attorney
Patton's pjaa of guilty was by
Washington,
increased
by Mr, Itliuichard, which
clared for Diaz, who is quoted as sayto the
fined with armed men and ,'
his resignation.
declined reading of the last message
Wickersham
General
manding
Attoday
with
the
agreement
government.
the salaries of probate judges in nil
ing that delay, was hurting his cause,
in the towns continued until ;:f(.
with the
Another letter signed
to send to the house, m accordance world left by Captain Scott. It i one torney General Wickersham consort$200.' M. C. de lUiea succounties
but that he preferred to avoid more rubber
by
utand
the
most
of
pathetic,
The force of deputy
moving
of Mr, Campdaybreak.
resoluGarner's
with
stamp
signature
ed
to
the
of
Representative
arrangement because
ceeded in adding a couple of hundred
bloodshed and to arrange, If possible, bell
dated . October 8, 1912, said in
for withholding terances in the annals of discovery. the supposed error in the indictms it. iffs and. mine guards at thehis
reason
;
tion,
dollars to the stipend of the assessor
a good issue from negotiations being part:
bench warrants Issued on Texas In- It la the message of a brave, enduring which, while charging a conspiracy was too small to attempt to tii
Huerta.
and
treasurer
on
with
General
carried
of Taos and Sandoval
"I regret exceedingly that you have
dictments against John 1. Archbohl man, in the face of a most tragic to buy up cotton, omitted the allega- the attacking party.
The resignation or the foreign failed to
counties and cutting $100 off that of
Com mini frai inn
- i
and
to
will mt in
urgent
my
respond
and other Standard Oil officials death. His career was one of sacri- tion of withholding it from sale.
guard Is progressing and in response repeated request for financial aid in the sheriff.
fice and devotion to the service of
stored
by
until
Sherman
(elegrnph
lato
the
violation
of
tu
ia
Solicitor
General
Bullitt
charging
almittod
to Ambassador Wilson's representa- the
Mr. Burg repeated his attempt to
present campaign. 1 hope to ret
law. The attorney general his country. We can only say (hat in the supremo court that the indict- day, but a train bringing jirlsvincii
tions, Huerta has placed uniformet ceive by return
raise
13 scheduled to arrive
of
the
assessalaries
will not fall on deaf ment was
treasurers,
mall your remittance
from y.fwuWow'
replied, with the approval of Presi- his lust appeal
probably faulty. Three
police in the American residential of $39. Please do not
sors and sheriffs in first class counears."
me
early this afternoon. Ml ms) ctm
compel
Taft, that it was Incompatible
of
dent
a
the
in
court
euprenu
justieca
district.
notwith- with the
to make another cal
The premier was so deeply moved dissenting opinion, and the lower lag from tho eceno of the
A republican ties, but without success,
public interest to disclose
j:
Vera Cruz, There the battleship
brief the situation nt this time.
the fruits of prosperity, standing two vigorous but
his words were almost inaudible. court justices also had declared '..he boto.3 brought by coy
that
reaping
s c tors,
Virginia is hound, is cut off from re brought about
Mis closing sentence Indicates that indictments
back, it i f,roii ti
by our party's policies, speeches In support of his proposi,
tb; trdn-faulty.
liable information. The Mexican capi- is to
will close nil roads
the government will take care of the
my mind an lngrato when he tion.
Hn- - to th
BUSINESS
WOOL
QUIET.
tal, and the people are excited ovel refuses to aid nis
Mr. Tucker wanted to allow
district
In do- dependents of the dead members of
party when aid is
the
Boston, Feb. 11. Trading
Others Will Stand Trial.
a rumor that rebels are planning to
needed."
officers 10 per. cent interest on mestic wool continues very quiet. the expedition. Of tho five explorers
county
New
Orleans, La., Feb. 11. The
attack the seaport.
Camp showed letters he had re- their salaries from the commencement Values remain fairly firm, but bid who perished, Caplaiu Scott, Dr. Ed- three other members of tho cotton
ACTic-- :
r ; Ti,
ceived in 1910 asking him to contrib- of their terms. He said most of them
Indicted Jointly rfih
ding is well below the average. New ward Wilson and Petty Officer E. E. "hull pool"
Wat
i
Fighting Begins
ute $33. His salary was then $1,200. had to borrow the money and it was wool from Arizona commands 11 V, Evans w ore married. Captain I O. G. James A. Tatton in connection Kith
ii. :
ton r
Laredo, Tex., Fell. ll.Hcports re The letter to him was inclosed .in a
InII.
R. Bowers the cotton bull
Oates and Lieutenant
only fair they should be fully reim- cents, but reports from the west
campaljra of three aiif r
ceived here assert that at 10:15 o'- letter to his wife with the admoni1
bursed.
He said the legislature was dicate very little bidding for the new were single.
will
not
ago,
years
plead guilty to the hi'
beclock, this morning hostilities
tion to her not to make the delivery to blmr.e for not passing a
The merchants and ship owners oi federal indictment in New
salary bill clip. Some sales of old territory
York, ac- ex- tween the federals and the rebels be- - of the letter to the postmaster "in a H
;l T.
the I;tI session, but subsided when stock in original bags show 18 cents Cardiff, from which .port tho Terra cording to a statement flvcn to the
J
c
,
f.r
J...UI ui
(in
army
iiv,
jfju"nii
building used as a pofitoffiee or oth- reminded that both houses had
for Wyoming, while praded territory Nova sail':! for the Antartic, arrang- Associated Prws to Joy by V.'iH'ni r
fire on (he rebels.
c
The f(f er government office,"
ed siHh a bill only to have it vetoed sells al 22 cent
for half blood.
ing o mil a statute ef Cuptaia Rcntt. P. lirnwrt.
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Bill

SALARY

Cottolene "creams up" so
beautifully that it makes delicious biscuits light, flaky,
SPEAKER
RULES IT DID NOT
free from grease and soggi-nesPASS BECAUSE OF LACK OF
They almost melt in
MAJORITY.
your mouth.
Santa Fe, N. M. Feb. 11. That
Cottolene i3 the perfect
consistency Is a jewel which is not
a vegetable propopular shortening
highly regarded
by the
branch of the New Mexico legislature duct without the possible taint
was demonstrated by the action yes- of animal fat
It is far better
terday of the house of representa- and more wholesome than
tives on the county salary bill. It
lard. It will give equally as
was also demonstrated that the bill,
one of the most important to come good shortening results as
before the present session, is no butter, and Cottolene is usu
nearer passage than It was when yesally one-thir-d
terday's session began.
butter's price.
The house met promptly at 10
s.

TWO-THIRD-

and it was at once evident
that the members realized the seriousness of the question before them.
After listening to the Invocation
by the venerable vicar general of
Santa Fe, and dispensing with the
roll call, the house resolved itself
into committee of the whole house
to consider house bill No. 123, which
was and is, the bill fixing the salaries of the officers of the various
salaries
Mexico,
counties of New
which the aforesaid officers bave
been more or less patiently waiting
for nigh unto thirteen months; salaries which, it is said, have in many
cases been pledged to money lenders
at 12 per fen-- .
Things started ofjf wellj Every
member was interested in the task
before him. Ills constituents looked
to him to guard their lnt.erests and
the officers of his county, many of
whom were present in. person, and all
of them in spirit, looked to him to
see to it that they were dealt with at
least fairly.
The bill was read by sections and
every section, carefully considered.
were offered,
Many amendments
weighed in the balance, and such of
them as seemed1 good to a majority
of the members were adopted. The
consideration
of the hill and the
adoption or rejection ot amendments
were finally concluded at 3:30 o'clock.
The committee of the whole arose
and reported the bill with amend,

THE DEAREST
ABY
Mrs. Wilkes' Fondest Hopes

two-third-

KILLED

o'clock,

"By the terms of one of the provisions of the great instrument contained in this little book, viz: Sec.
2, of Article IV, of the constitution
of our beloved state, bills carrying
the emergency clause must secure a
s
majority in order to pass
in either the house or senate."
The gentleman from Sandoval sat
solmenly down. Two or three members protested, citing a ruling of the
speaker last year in which they claimed that the presiding officer had
ruled that the failure of a, measure
carrying the emergency clause to
command a
majority, did
not, provided it secured a majority,
kill the bill, but merely rendered the
emergency clause void. Mr. Blanchard claimed that this was the almost
universal practice in legislative assemblies, but the speaker would not
agree and formally declared House
Bill No. 123 lost, cruelly slain by section 23 of the legislative article of
the Btate constitution.
The house then adjourned until 10
o'clock this morning, voting 24
to 24 on the proposition, the speaker
casting the deciding vote in the affirmative.
It was the understanding that the
salary bill would be reconsidered
this morning, the house starting exactly where it started yesterday.
The Senate.
The proposed abolition nf th.j New
Mexico mounted police came up officially in the senate ye3tsrday afternoon by the introduction of a bill
repealing section 9 of the act3.of the
36th legislative assembly ntidisr authority of which the force was or
ganized. The bill, whlcn ;s by Senator Gallegos of Union comity, was re
ferred to the committee on state affairs.
Other measures of importance introduced yesterday were Nos. 114
and No. 115. The former provides a
state license for saloons and the jat-te- r
is designed to strengthen and
make more drastic the present
laws. Both bills are by
Senator Holt of Dona Ana.
Upon favorable report from the
committee on education the senate
tabled the free text book bill. A minority report signied by Senators McCoy, (Evans, Alldredge and 'Mabry
was tabled after some discussion.
Senator Ilfeld spoke against the bill,
declaring that the time was not ripe
for the introduction of the system in
this state. Senator McCoy spokp
strongly in its favor as did also Senator Watson, author of the measure.
He declared the system to be nearly
a century old and quoted statistics
to prove Its successful operation in
other statjes. Senators Earth and
Mabry also spoke for the bill, the
former declaring tnat he was in favor of any proposition that tended to
remove part of tne burden of taxation from the poorer classes.
Those who voted to table the minority report recommending1 the passage of the bill were: Aebytia, Bow-

Here's another economy point:

Cottolene,
being, richer,
use one-thir-d
less than eith
er butter or

lard.
THE N. K. FAIRBAKK

COMPANY

Mr. Chaves, chairman of the committee on finance, which body had

prepared the bill as originally intro
that it pass without the amendments.
Mr. Catron wanted to put in an
amendment requiring that county
school superintendents
in counties
having over forty schools, exclusive
of those in cities, snould be allowed
annum tor traveling ex$300 per
This motion was promptly
penses.
duced, then moved

tabled.
The previous
called for and

question was then
the bill placed upon
its final passage. The vote resulted
28 in the affirmative and 20 in the
negative.
The announcement of the vote was
the signal for cheers from those who
favored it, but the cheers came too

ments.
Mr. Blanchard of Lincoln at once
arose in his place and moved that
the house do now disagree with all
the amendments which a najority of
the house had just finished putting
in the bill.
This looked like inconsistency to
Mr. Mullens who moved that Mr.
Blanchard's motion be laid upon the
table. The house very promptly refused1 to do any such a thing, voting
35 to 13 against the motion to table.

soon.
And Baca of Sandoval was the man
who called attention to the sad fact
that the bill had failed; that there
was no need for any jubilation; in

fact there

.wa'fc

nothinig oyer which

to jubilate.
Drawing a small morocco bound
edition of the New Mexico constitution from his left hip pocket, the

gentleman from Sandoval pointed it
menacingly at the chairman of the
finance committee. "The bill is lost,"
quoth the erstwhile progressive candidate for congress.

two-thir-

anti-gambli-

Realized Health, Happiness and Baby.

's
Plattsburg, Miss. "Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has proved
verv beneficial to me. for now I am well
and have a sweet, healthy baby, and
our home is happy.
"I was an invalid from nervous prostration, indigestion and female troubles.
Pink-ham-

j

-

J&Lm

i

"I think I suffered every pain a woman could before I began taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
I think it saved this baby's life, as I
lost my first one.
"My health has been very good ever
since, and I praise your medicine to all
Mrs. Verna Wilkes,
my friends."
R. F. D. No. 1, Plattsburg, Miss.
The darkest days of husband and wife
are when they come to look forward to
a childless and lonely old age.
Many a wife has found herself incapable of motherhood owing to some
derangement of the feminine system,
often curable by the proper remedies.
In many homes once childless there
are now children because of the fact
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound makes women normal.
If you want special advice write to
Co. (conflydia E.PInkham Medicine
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

interests against which suts were
brought by Ormsby McIIarg represent
ing Uncle Sam, Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy stated that Teports
will likely he sent today or tomorrow
to the attorney general of the United
States. The defendants, it is said, de
sire to effect a compromise.
Miss Manette A. Myers, state .direc
tor of industrial education, has sent
out a circular letter to city, and coun
ty school superintendents and principals of villages in which she says:
"Kindly give me information in regra dto any industrial work that was
carried on in the schools of your city
during the past year.
"Which of the following:
cooking,
sewing,
agriculture and manual
training do you consider best suited
to the needs and conditions in the
schools of your city?
"How many teachers in your city
or town have had any training in
these subjects, and which of these
subjects have they taught success
fully?"

man, Burns, Clark, Crampton, Doepp,
Gallegos, Hartt, Holt, Ilfeld, Laugh-ren- ,
Migra, Navarro, Page, Pankey,
Romjero, Sulzer.
Those who favored free text boots
were: Alldredge, Barth, Evans, Pinkie, Mabry, McCoy, Wilton.
New Mexico will have plenty oi

law to punish kidnapers if the house
Senate Bill No. 50, which
passes
went through the senate yesterday
afternoon by the vote of 20 to 4. The
bill, which was originally introduced
by Senator Pankey and amended1 by
the committee on judiciary, defines
kidnaping in nil its branches and provides penalties all the way from 99
down to 10 years In the penitentiary
for its violation. Culprits, under the
terms of the "ct, may jje seized and
tried in any county through which
they carry heir victim. JSpedal penalties are provided iorjthe kidnaping of children by one! or other of
parents when these parents are divorced. In cases of ths kind the
penalty may be all the Way from 10
years down to six montns' imprisonment with a fine of $500.

f

Spoons
Like
Ask the children about it.

Sure it's true

NEWS

....

FROM THE CAPITAL

Think it over yourself for you are a

grown-u- p

child.

that's why the dish ran away with the spoon that time.

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb, 11. Hydro-ar- e
in ses- graphers from two state!
slon today at the office tof State En- gineer French in the cfcpltol in response to a call for a
meeting." The conference is bringing out a discussion of the methods
and practices goveining the work of
stre.iii .gauging. Among those who;
attended the conference were Robert
Follansbe,' division engineer of the
Denver office, United States geological
survey; John Powers, of 'Santa Rita;
. A. Gray, of this city; W. B. Waha,
a forestry official of Albuquerque; E.
Frank O'L. Redding, Santa Rita;
Brien of Durango; C. J. Emerson d
this city. Governor McDonald will
likly deliver a brief talk to the

the surgeon without bavin,-takeany kind of anesthetic.
"Never even took, a drink of whis- key," said Mr. Russell today at the
surges notel, wbre he had gone
within a half hour after the
operation
had been performed.
Throwing back
his coat and vest, Mr. Russell exhibited a display of
bandages, which to
the ordinary man would be sufficient
excuse to remain in a
hospital at least
a month.
Some 25 years ago Mr. Russell was
shot while riding as a member of a
posse in pursuit of old Geronlmo, the
famous Indian chieftain. The wound
apparently healed, but within the last
two years Mr. Russell has been required to undergo six surgical opera
tions to gain relief from trouble caus
ed by the bullet infection of a quar
ter of a century ago.
Mr. Russell is 61 years old and has
lived in the west 40 years. He arrived in Albuquerque February 1 1881
and the evening of his arrival wit
nessed the hanging of California Joe
and two of his pals, who were summarily executed by the Albuquerque
Vigilance committee.
Frequently attempts
have been
made by authors' to get Mr. Russell to
give interviews of his experiences, hut
without success.
work by

To tier

Crater

A Real Live Doll to Fondle b Woman"
Greatest Hep pines.

1

. met imnortflnt matters aboot
which women concern themselves Is their
And she
future status as a grandmother.
Is wisdom Itself who knows ofi or learns
of that famous remeay, jjioiui-This Is an external application for the
It cer-.i.- i.
abdominal muscles and breastB.
t,a
wntirtprfn influence, allavs all
Is
a
most
grateful
fear, banishes all pain.
to me young, upecuuii
encouragement
mother, and permits her to go through the
now!... Ttaimv In mind, free In bodv ant
thus destined to anticipate woman's great
est happiness as nature mienueu oue suuuiu.
The action of Mother's Friend makes thefvio nilnnt- nnd rexrmnsive to expansion. Thus all strain and tension upon
the nerves ana HgauiemB
In place of a period of discomfort and con- onnoTit riri.nd. it Is a season ot calm repose
and joyful expectation.
There IS no nausea, no rooming sickness, no nervous twitching, none of that
strain known to so many women,
THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS. constant
hence Mother's Friend Is really one f the
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for greatest blessings that could be devised.
splendid and certain remedy can be
Children, a Certain relief for Fever-- hadThis
of any druggist at $1.00 a bottle, and
Bad
Stomach,
to prove of inestimable value, not
sure
Is
ishness, Headache,
upon the mother, but upon the health
Teething Disorders, move and regu- only
and future of the child. Write to Bradfleld
late the Bowels and1 Destroy Worms Regulator Co., 132 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta,
Ga., for their book to expectant mothers.
They break up colds In 24 hours.

rnu.

They are so pleasant to the taste
MAN SHOWS NERVE
Children like them. Over 10,000 testimonials. Used by mothers for 22
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 11. H.- M.
years. They never fail. Sold by all Russell, a prominent miner and cattle
druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE. man of Magdalena, who has on two
Address Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, former occasions attracted attention
N. Y.
by walking out of the Hospital a day
or two aftt '.t bad undergone seri-ionTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
surgical iterations, adde I annt to his list on Sat
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine other
when he a is on the
afternoon
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it urday
E. W. GROVE'S sig- operating table for an hw and 2P
fails to cure.
minutes and submitted to CJisvaut
nature Is on each box. 25c.
-

s

n

Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk,
Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
N. W. Ry. ' Co., recommends Foley

Kidney Pills and says: "I have used
Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfactory results and endorse their use for
any one afflicted with kidney trouble.
They are all right." O. ,G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
For a sprain you will find Chambsr.
Iain's Liniment excellent. It allays
the pain, removes, the soreness, and
soon restore the parts to a healthy
condition.
25 and 50 cent bottles for
sale by all dealers. Adv.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

4

9

J. M. Cunningham, President

Frank 8prtnger,

J

Q

Vice-Preside-

J

y

D. T. Hosklns.

Cashl

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with

the San Miguel National Bank

President
President
Treasure

Wm. G. IlaydoD
II. W. Kelly

Vice

D. T. Hoskins

.

Good Things in Them.

11, 1913.

Interest Pa.ld on Deposits

'get-togeth-

;
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I avert!

of the delicate food flavours
delights most everybodyit is such a good, pure, wholesome blend
of wheat, rice and corn.

It's

difficult to find a food more

nourishing and palatable.

Suppose you have this rich, creamy, hot porridge in mind for

Tomorrow's Breakfast
Sold by Grocers, Packages

Or.;!

10 and 15c, except in extreme
Co., Ltd,, Untile Crstk, Mich.

West-PoBtu-

Appointments
Governor W. C, McDonald has

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
A ES WERTISEB

nam-

ed D. T. Hoskins, of 1ms Vegas, and
P. F. McCanna, of Albuquerque, dele
gates to the Fifth International Goo("
Roads congress which meets February
He also named A. A.
26 In Chicago.
Jones and Frank U. II. Roberts of Las
Vegus, and Alvan N. White of Santa
Fo, delegate to the American Fede
ration of Good roads convention meeting at Washington.
The governor has appointed L. D
Walters of Lordsburg, and L. F. Sales
bery of. Doming, additional members
of the New Mexico mounted police
force.
New Company
Articles of incorporation were filed
in the offices of the state corporation
commission by the Mlmbres Valley
Farmers' association, with offices a
Doming, naming John C. Watson
The company Is capitalized
ajient.
at $.".0,000 divided into 5,000 shares
They are: John Hund. Hugh Ramsay,
II. E. Van Sickle, George W. MoOan
and U. J. Smith.
Reports Made
his fonforonsd with fit.
Following
towys representing Home big lumber

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at Hake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

t Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods
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Ulanao to Hoaliiz
CONSTIPATION
AT BOTTOM OF
MOST SERIOUS
ILLNESSES
AVOIDED BY A SIMPLE
REMEDY.
Trace the origin of the commoner
Ills of life and almost '.nvariably
you will find that constipation was
the cause. It is not to bt expected
that a mass of fermented food can remain in the system beyord its time

SUFFRAGETTES TO

(KeyOQTORS

K1ABCH TO THE
(

CAPITAL

The questions answered below ere
New York, February 11. At the be- blond lace, or, in fact, any kind of
general in character; the symptoms
ginning of the fall season of last year light, fluffy lace in black,, the mate
or diseases are given and the ansome of the writers of fashion made rial is extremely beautiful.
swers will apply to any case of eimi-la- r
the somewhat rash statement that the
The beguin or evening bonnet is
"GENERAL" JONES
AND HER
nature.
ARMY TOMORROW START
days of the narrow skirt and of the now having a tremendous vogue. It
'
Those
slim silhouette were counted and that is a great idea, this little headgear,
wishing further advice, free,
FOR WASHINGTON.
)
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, Colfor if one is going calling in the evenan era of fullness, If not of bouf fan-.-lege Bldg., College-Ellwoowas rapidly approaching In the wa';e ing or to some function that does not without vitiating the b'cod and afNew York, Feb. 11. Feverish acstreets,
Dayton,
Ohio, enclos'ng
of the tentative basque models shown require the head "bare, the beguin can fecting the nerves and muscles. It
tivity prevailed today at the headed, stamped envelope for reply. Full
by some of the famous designers of Ike put on to cover tossed hair, or hair congests the entire body.
quarters of the New York Woman's
name and address must be given but
The results are colds, fevers, piles,
fashions in Paris and elsewhere. Per- - that has been mussed under a hat.
Suffrage Association. Hundreds of
only initials or fictitious name will
visitors had to be received and the
haps the wish was the father of this The fashionable beguin covers the en neauacnes ana nervousness with its
be used in my answers. The preprediction which, like many other sucn tire head like all the hats, and some accompanying indigestion and sleeptelephone wires were kept hot ancan be filled at any
d
lessness.
scriptions
There
women
do
to
is
not
who
care
was
one
fulfilled.
to
not
reeurl their
only
predictions,
swering questions of those who dething
drug store Any druggist can
Fashionable women simply refuse to front hair fasten in the little fringe do, and that is to remove the trousire! information concerning the de
order of wholesaler.
wear anything that would reduce the of hair of almost any material, net ble, and when nature seems unable
tails of tomorrow's great event the
DOCIA WOOD.
start of the petticoat brigade under
length and increase the width of their or mousseline, or lac?, sewn on a to do. it, outside aid is necessary. You
Jack says: "I need a goou nerve out of the. hair and
keep it soft and
silhouette. They carry this aversion light foundation. The effect will be will find the best of all outside aids of its action is to train the stomach the command of "General" Rosalie tonic. I have to work very hard and
a 4 oz. jar of plain yellow
fluffy,
get
to anything suggesting fullness or good provided one does not overdo a remedy that many thousands are and bowel muscles to do
their work Gardiner Jones, for the front, mean- am becoming almost a wreck."
minyol and use It regularly, Thia
bulk so far that even skirt lining is the thing. A white or black aigrette now using for this very purpose, naturally again, and in a short time ing Washington, D. C, where the na
will
cure itching scalp and dandruff
runnel.
iour
condition
is
very
tabooed. For the street, therefore, or- - a paradise feather at the side, called Or. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. all forms of medicine can be dis- tional struggle for suffrage will be common
and make the hair grow, and you
wor
brain
especially
among
women who have some regard for drooping over one ear, is the best and Many hundreds of letters are receiv- pensed with. It can be
bought with- inaugurated with a monster demon- kers. Make the
tonic by will not be bothered with stringy,
their health and wish to keep warm almost the only garnish called for. ed by Dr. Caldwell telling of the good out inconvenience at any nearby stration on the day before inaugura- mixing syrup offollowing
straggling locks.
hypophosphites
have recourse to maillots or eques Too much trimming simply destroys results obtained, and among the en- drug store for firty cents and one dol tion day.
comp., 5 ozs.;
tincture cadomene
For many weeks the "hike" of the (not
triennes of jersey. In cold weather the beauty of the whole arrangement thusiastic letters is one from Docia lar a bottle, the latter size being reg"Louise" writes: "1 o not weigh
cardamon) l oz.; and take a
Rich brocades with large patterns Wood of Little River Academy, North ularly bought by those who
New York and New England continthis Is a necessity, at least for woteaspoonful before each meal and in enough for my height I am dull and
already
gent of the suffrage army from this a few weeks your
men) who do not own an automobile in gold or silver, copper or gun me Carolina, who suffered with consti- know its value.
Results are
strength will be lifeless and have frequent headaches.
tal thread continue to enjoy a certain pation and indigestion so badly that guaranteed o.r money will be 'always
to Washington, D. c, formed the restored.
or even a carriage.
city
Please advise what will help me."
refundOwing to this tendency for avoiding vogue. They appear in rich satins, she could not sleep well at night and ed.
subject of conversation
Answer: Your condition is due to
she ate distressed her.
If no member of your family has In suffrage circles. It was believed
Mr. B. 1). asks: "Is it safe to reanything conducive to bulkiness thin velvets and crepes. Their cost pre everything
the
lack of red blood corpuscles. I
vents
She
writes
In
that
after
them
that
her
from
mother
view
ever used Syrup pepsip and you
and sheer materials of every desert
of the success of the duce one's
becoming common
weight? I weigh 240 can prescribe nothing better than
tion are extremely 'popular. Laces and only an artist can, make them up had given her Dr. Caldwell's Syrup would like to make a personal trial pilgrimage to .Albany a short time pounds and would like to reduce
at three grain
tablets,
ago, a large number of suffrage en- least 4U
Pepsin she "can now eat anything." of it before Duying ir in the
play an important role in the present sausmcioniy.
pounds.
What is a safe, which can be
regular
purchased at any
It has untold advantages over pills, way of a druggist, send your address thusiasts would feel encouraged to harmless
day fashion. Many costumes show it The wearing of scarfs with decolremedy?"
drug store jn sealed cartons
as skirt foundation, as the whole cor- leixe gowns has become so general salts and the various coarse cathari postal will do to Dr. W. B. Cald take part In the march to the nationAnswer: Obtain of any
with
full
directions. These tablets
tics
and
al
while
that
for
no
it
is
these
s.
but
the enthusiasm of the
wonder the woman who
purgatives,
capital,
well, 417 Washington street, Monti- sage, as sleeve or in the form of
druggist a tube oi
arbolene will cause the body to assimilate the
little Jacket The last Is one of the has a desire to be original has found do but temporary good, SpTup Pej-si- n cello, 111., and a free sample bottle suffragettes had evidently been over- tablets and
take as per directions ac- fatty elements of food and thus
cures permanently. The effect will be mailed you.
estimated. Although the start of the
give
most successful features of the sea- a device that is rather novel to re
These tablets are very you strength and added color to the
companying.
New York contingent tomorrow is ex
son. Sometimes these jackets
axe place it. Long or short lengths ol
easy to take and quite reliable for skin. Your weight will increase and
ROOSEVELT'S REPLY TO TAFT loser of the Williams-Camp- l
pected to draw a large crowd of sym
sleeveless, sometimes not. Occasion tulle knotted at the ends or ornaor goitre.
battle, to
you will not be troubled with heat- or merely curious spectators obesity
New York, Feb. 11. Politicians of
ally the entire upper part is a kinf mented with tassels are found to be
happen in Los Angeles tonight. The pathetic
ache. These are recommended by
to the Hudson Terminal station, on
a satisfactory substitute, for even a all parties are awaiting with keen in winner of the Williams-Camp- i
of fichu, both back and front.
"Miss K." writes: "Could you pubscrap is Fulton
and IX taken according to
physicians
street, from whence the "hik lish a
These little jackets of lace, being thickness or two of tulle supplies a terest the speech to be delivered by to meet John Coulon for the chair remedy for liver and kidney directions you will surety
ers"
little
will
gain flesh.
start
Colonel
Roosevelt
birthwarmth.
at
the
Lincoln
their
These
upon
march
at trouble and the usual diseases
strips of tulle
KbortwBiKted, do not take much goods,
pionship.
that
9 o'clock tomorrow
are
to
be
dinner
Hotel
at
the
and
not
touch
a
becoming
is
given
it
day
of
color
morning,
and if one happens to posses several
arise from that source. 1 am troubl"Troubled Miss G" writes: "Every
can be given to a white or black cos- Astor tomorrow night under the aus
probable that the actual marching ed
HEALTH WARNING
with dizzy spells, dark spots be- winter I am troubled with severe atpieces of lace, no matter whether
tume
will
more
number
party
means
of
National
the
club.
of
Chilled
inthem.
score
than
a
pices
For
wet
and
by
conProgressive
feet
in
result
coarse or fine, for all kinds are more
fore my eyes and also with rheumat- tacks of rheumatism which eonie-time- s
the internal organs, and in- of members. The marchers will prob- ism."
or less modish, one has only to have stance, two lengths of tulle tied to- Colonel Roosevelt it is understood, gesting
flammation
of the
keeps me in bed for weeks.
and blad- ably be escorted to Jersey City by a
it cleaned or pressed and made into a gether may combine turquoise blue and intends to make some stirring re- der, with rheumatic kidneys
If
Answer:
Please
and
will
cet
advise something for me."
you
twinges
pain
three
large crowd of
mark that will be in the nature of a in back,
white or black and green. . .
charming little jacket. Those in black
generally follow. Use Folej latter are not eympathiziers, but the- grain sulpherb tablets (not sulphur
Answer:
My favorite prescrintioa
to
to
benarrow
The
venture
President
Taft's speech at Kidney Pills. They are the best medisashes of the 60's have reply
likely
Chantilly are exquisite, also those in
tablets) and take acocrding to direc- for rheumatism, and one that I now
that
ana
cine
yond
been
made
are
for
all
revived.
kidthe
point
to
disorders
rehabilitation
of
are
the
in
offered
republican
expected
banquet
They
Point de Veuise. These black lace
neys, for bladder irregularities, and return to New York, allowing the tions, you will not only be relieved, has. cured thousands
or people Is
jackets for a change are worn ovr many styles, those of brocade in held recently in this city.
for backache and rheumatism. They "hikers" to
but if you continue the use of these made by mixing Iodide of potassium
continue
their
colors
southOther
at
the
and
odd
way
speakers
banquet
designs being
an evening dress of any color. They bright
do not contain habit forming drugs.
tablets you will be gradually cured 2 drams; sodium salicylate, 4
drams;
night will ibe former Senator Tonic in action, quick results. O. G. ward unattended after that Reports of all the
are cut with or without revers, decol- - especially popular. The plain ones
troubles you mention. They wine of colchicum. one-hareceived
at
the
oz., comp.
have
Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
headquarters indicate,
embroidered ends and most of Albert J. Beveridge of Indiana,
lette or high necked, but all are dainhowever, that the marchers will be will purify the blood and also cure essence cardiol, 1 oz.;comp. Enid
Bourke Cochran, and Os- Adv.
ty and distinguished.' Imitation lace, them are finished with fringes. The
met and received by friends of their your, rheumatism.
balmwort, 1 oz.; syrup Barsaparilla.
which is now quite fashionable, U saeiies are Knotted at tne side or car S. Straus, the progressive candi
5 ozs. Take one teaspoonful at meal
cause
O'ROURKE
LIBEL
at
different
CASE
points
their
at
New
for
back.
date
of
the
last
along
York
governor
'They are worn
generally dyed the color of the robe if looped
"Worried" Your child can be eas- time and at bed
London, Feb. 11. Tom O'Roukre, route and that at several intermeditime, ana you will
with all' sorts of costumes and give fall. Women are to be admitted to
trims.
cured of bedwetting by using tinc- soon be cured.
ily
New
ate
York
the
small
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ness and Food Fermentation
i3 carried to extremes.
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suitcase.
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a real success.
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SUGGESTS
DUR.ND-,DIRECTOR
NEW METHOD OF OBTAIN.
ING INFORMATION.
;

Washington, Feb. II. The annual
report of ', Director Durand, of the
bureau of the census for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1912, has been
submitted to the secretary of com
merce and' labor. t
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Regarding i;'the cost of the thirDaily, oy Carrier:
decennial census, the report
teenth
06
Copy
states that the grand totai expendJae Wek
iture from July 1, 1909, to June 30,
65
Month
1912, was 115,171,593; of which
;i;e Year
was expended for field work
Dally by Mail
(salaries of supervisors and enumerne Tear
ators, etc.); ?G,271,446 for compila300
!li Months
tion and publication of statistics; and
$1,676,762 for annual and other investigations of the permanent bureau
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
not connected" with the decennial
GROWER
census. The total appropriation, re2 0
Year
)ua
lM ceipts, etc., were $15,175,487.
!U Month
The bureau was mainly occupied
during the fiscal year of 1912 la the
Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- compiling of the r.eslts of the thirtions)
teenth census, but also the annual
Remit by draft, check or money work required under the permanent
:rder. K sent otlierwtBO we will not census act was carried on as usuaL
e responsible for loss.
The total census force on Decemwith
Specimen copies free on appllca- ber l, 1912, numbered 813
42 special agents
additional sta
ion.
tioned in the southern states to colAT
PAPERS DISCONTINUED
lect statistics of cotton.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
On the subject of appropriations
PAID FOR
the reports states that the bureau's
estimates of expenditures for the fisAdvertisers are guaranteed the cal year 1913 was $1,612,440. The
argeet dally and weekly circulation total appropriatoin by congress for
it any newspaper in northern New the year was $1,548,920. Included in
this amount were $120,000 for the
tferioo.
employment of temporary clerks tc
complete the thirteenth census work,
TELEPHONES
and $272,000 for the printing of the
Main
TSINESS OFFICE
reports.
Main
TEWS DEPARTMENT
The estimates for the work of the
bureau for the fiscal year 1914
a net deamounted to $1,238,320,
Tl'ESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1013.
crease as compared with the appr
priation made for the previous year.
SCHOOL DISEASES
Mail Carrier In Census Work.
The most striking ' recommendaChildren of school age contract tions in Director Durand's report
iiK.h diseases as measles, scarlet fev
are the plan to use United States
more fre-- mail carriers m the future to perform
i and dinhtheria much
juently than older persons. All that as large a part, of the census field
e
:ias been learned about the modes work as possible, and the plan to
f transmission of certain diseases, notfor the supervision of this field
ally diphtheria, lndicaates than the work by trained jcensns employes in
taking of a large number of children stead of or In addition to supervts- family ors or other directing officers chosen
out from their restricted
and neighborhood relationships and locally. It Is proposed, if congress
bringing them into contact with a approves, to apply these methods to
msiih larger group will Increase the the special census ' of agriculture
importunities for Infection. As re which, by authority of a recent act,
gards opportunities for Infection fur- - is to be taken in 1915.
In regard to the plan of using mail
nished by the school, it must be admitted that while the slate, the com- carriers Director Durand says in his
mon drinking cup and the roller towel report,
"While greater efforts were made
are fast passing away, sufficient facilities for the transfer of disease germs at the census of 1910 than at any
etill exist in the friendly exchange previous census to secure competert
of pocket handkerchiefs, lip moisten supervisors and enumerators and to
ed lead pencils, chewing gum and the eliminate political influence in their
like. The school playground, as we'l selection, the general method of seas the schoolroom, must be consider lecting, directing, and paying them
ed In Its bearing on the subject of was substantially the same as at the
school disease. The significance of three preceding censuses. The chlof
on
the public objection to that method is not the
school attendance
lies
not
side
health
only in the as- fact that politics is bound to a greatsembling of children in a room, lut er or less extent to enter into the
rdso In the bringing into more or less appointments. It Is rather than both
intimate association a number of supervisors and enumerators are In
children who would otherwise not the great majority 'of Instances ennot have met at all. Increasing the tirely Inexperienced in census work;
number of associates must necessarily that there Is no way of guaranteeing
increase the chances of Infection. that they shall be particularly familconli-tion- s
Diphtheria and scarlet fever show a iar with the people and the
of their districts; that the term
niarVed increase in the autumn when
of
derin-itemployment, particularly of enum- the schools open and an equally
so short and the pay so
erators.is
tile
when
summer
oe
in
decrease
small that it is very difficult to In
schools are closed
s
to take the
The discovery of the part played by duce competent-personjob; and, (ifajly, that there is no
the healthy germ carrier throws
adequate means of holding supervison the probable origin of certain
cases of infection, says Profes- ors or enumerators responsible for
sor E. O. .Ionian of the University of .conscientious Mi it thorough work.
OUaso in a recent issue of The Seventy .thousand or more enumer Journal of the American Medietu A ators must be secured for work lastin UK not. over ij wjtiu uid ciuas na
A child in a family
social ion.
rurai
"
tr
which a . a.se of diphtheria evisU' n.tty '
trictand Rt moderate; rates of pay.
in its throat livin.j diphtheria
who would make most
bacilli without manifesting any skn,The
ot disease. If this child i.- - allowed competent enumerators are anally
aireany employed ana can not Rive
to enter school a playmate may
An enumer-- !
the bacillus without in its turn their time to the work.
once
knows
that at
ator,
selected,
becoming definitely ill. Th;s secit d
unsatisfacfor
the
most
only
'penalty
child, however, may tah? t'ae
tory work will be failure to receive
home and pass it on to a
his comparatively small rompensiv
polng child in the same fitfully vho
of
then may develop a typical
A tonic (tlmulanL
dlphOieria. Methods of ootir.,1 of
school and institutional nu'.breaka (f
An aid to digestion.
diphtheria are tlisrefore coming t.i be
A remedy for coughs
focused oa the detection an-- exelu- II
and colds.-f '
Dls'intwtl.-jt.icm of the carrier.
sleep producer.
Snnofs nt chairs and tables and miKwc-- j f Gives
youth and
Fc'.udl cloEure fire in eenernl fount,1 '
to aged.
'
vigor
cffecUve than the C;;:0very
t. if
C-rr'-s
Pure Oalt Whiskey
!,., ijiion of tho 15v!n? barer cf

Entered at the postoffiee at taut
jxi Vegas, New Mexico, for transmit
loa through the United States maili
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a serious matter whun the lung
A trip away or to a
Is uot only fXfu-ut'Vlint It In-

ntwl.

are

volves HrpHratlou from Iiotne unI friends.
Home arc
Iut few ran mifelv
a Alterative is effective for
nme treatment. Kur example: .
1 8. Atlantic Ave.. Uitiltlnn-MN. J.
'Gtiitli'inen: In the fall of I!i5 1 contracted a very severe cold, which settled
on my nines. At last 1 henaii to raise
sputum, and my physician then told me 1
must ero to CaMfurnla Immediately.
At
this time I was advised to take
I stayed at home and
Alterative.
commenced taking It the last week In
I
Octolier.
to Improve, and the
first week In January, I'.Mtfi, I resumed
my repuhir occupation, bavin
Rained 27
It Is
pounds, fully restored to health.
now five yenrs since my recovery has been
.effected, and I cannot praie"
kman s
Altenitlve too highly. I have recommended it with excellent results."
tSiem-d- )
W. M. TATKM.
Kcknian's Alterative is effn-tlvin Bton-cbiliFever:
'i'hroat nud
Hay
Ltinur Troubles,
and In upbuilding the
toes not contain poisons, opiates
system.
e
or
druir. Ask for liooklet
of
recoveries nnd'write to Eckmnn
telling:
Lahoratory, I'hUadelphia. Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading druggist
E. G. Murpney and Central Drug
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Company.
tion, and that in fact it is scarcely
likely that his incompetence will be
discovered until after he has received
his pay.
k

"Incompetence and irresponsibility
of enumerators are by no means the
of the unsatisfactory
only cause
character of census statistics. The
excessive number of questions on the
schedules and the ignorance or lack
of interest on the part of many of
the people called upon to answer
them are also important causes. Tbat
the results are far from being entirely satisfactory is well known to the
general public, but best known by
the officials of the census bureau.
There is reason to believe that the
actual number of inhabitants is ascertained with approximate accuracy,
and that the principal Interrogatories
on the population and agricultural
schedules are answered with a fair
degree of accuracy. Many of the less
Important Inquiries, however, obtain
much less satisfactory results. There
is no way of measuring precisely the
margin of error in any case. It Is,
however, sufficient evidence of the
need of improved meuiods that In
multitudes of cases interrogatories
which are properly applicable are not
answered at all, .and that the statistics on several subjects as tabulated
show relationships which are
incorrect.
competent
The need for more
enumerators is thus obvious. There
seems to be little hope of securing-angreat Improvement In the character of enumerators by mere minor
modifications of the present method
of selecting them. The difficulties
method are fundaIn the present
mental and not a mere matter of detail. Alter careful consideration the
census bureau has reached the conclusion that much better results can
be obtained by utilizing the services
of the mail carriers to do the larger
part of the census enumeration than
by any other feasible plan. The postmaster general also has given consideration to this plan and believes it
would be entirely feasible, at least in
the case of the rural districts, and
that it would not interfere materially
with the regular and prompt distribution of the mails. There would be
difficulties
samewhat
greater
folved In utilizing the city mail carriers than the rural carriers. It Is
probable that the former also could
be advantageously employed, but the
precise method by which the greatest
advantage coultlbe gained from using the city mail carriers, with me
least Inconvenience to the public,
must be a matter of further investi'
gation and consideration. Meantime,
Jf" the plan of using the rural mail
carriers is adopted at the special agricultural census of 1915, much valuable experience will be secured which
will be applicable to the solution of
the problem of the taking of the decennial census.
"In most of the leading foreign
countries the work of census enumeration is largely or wholly performed by permanent employes either of
the central government or, of the local governments. Postal employes,
policemen, and other officers of cities and local, governments are callo(i
into service.
"Well Qualified for Enumerators.
"Mail carriers, whether In cities
or in rural districts, appear to be
conspicuously well qualified to act
ns census enumerators. They are selected without reference to political
considerations and n.s the result of
tests which guarantee a fair decree
ot education and ability. Their peculiar experience, however, adds Im
mensely to their fitness for the worR.
They are personally acquainted with
almost every family and individual
which they serve.
In the districts
Such acquaintance would not only
result In Raving the carrier much
time but would enable him 1o secure
more complete and accurate information. Apain, the mall carriers have
responsibility to the
a permanent
their employer, end
trovernment
onlv by dnig-ioUif utilized for census work would feel
'i bottle.
,;n,', r obligation to do It to the best
t,klet and
Iv'k.4
lest otherwise the!r
rxistts. fl, t. of th'ir ability,
permanent position might be endan
pro-Tid-
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It is inconceivable, for exam
that mail carriers acting as

gered.
ple,

enumerators
wouldl permit them
selves to become parties to a scheme
of elaborate padding of' the census,
such as was attempted in a number
of the cities and towns of the coun
try at the last census, or that they
should neglect their work to any
such degree as did some of the enum
erators In 1910.
"Another peculiar advantage of the
employment of mail carriers as census enumerators is the fact that
their duties require them day by day
to go over the same territory. A large
part of the required census work
could be done by the carriers as Incidental to their mail deliveries, although of course a considerable
amount of additional time would be
required. Unaer the method heretofore employed, an enumerator who
finds a family absent on his first
visit Is under a stron temptation
not to return to that family to complete his work. To ao so, particularly in the rural districts, may mean a
special trip cf considerable distance.
The mail carrier who is unable to
obtain the required schedules on one
visit would lC3.e no time in visiting
the same family on a later trip.
"It is believed that by the employment of mail carriers as enumerators it would be possible to have the
families themselves In a large majority of cases fill out the required
schedules, whether of argiculture or
of population.
"As already, stated, it is believed
by the postoffice department that
mail carriers in the rural districts
could perform the work of enumera
tion without interfering at all seriously with the public convenience as re
gards the delivery of mail. Doubtless
the carriers would have to worK
more than the ordinary number of
hours, and in some cases, perhaps
generally, It would be necessary for
the regular rural carriers to call upon
their substitutes for more or less assistance in the delivery of mail during the time of enumeration. Even,
however, if there should be some little inconvenience to the public, it
should be borne In mind that the taking of a census is a great national
enterprise, In which every citizen
should be interested and for which
he should be, and in most cases
would be willing to sacrifice a trifle of his personal convenience.
"If mall carriers were called upon
for such service, they should, of
course, be properly compensated for
the additional work thrust upon
them. It Is believed that just comwould
pensation to- the- - carriers
amount to a decidedly smaller sum
than must necessarily b paid to
enumerators employed exclusively for
census work. The saving jOf cost,
however, is less important
greater accuracy in the
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Delicious Coffee

Coffee-makingbscomesie-

'

ss

art and more

of a fine

A

N.

The Most

of an exact science

witn an biectnc soiree Percolator. Not
only is percolation by elecricity the right
J way and the dainty way to brew fragrant
coffee, but it is the economical way
Trfr')
Vr3
as wen. aji me aroma ana strength
of the coffee bean is conserved and
you can make coffee, right at your table
quickly and easily.
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An Electric Percolatoi
is a durable device whose attractiveness
makes an'ideal eift of lasti'np worth.
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KANSAS

CITY LIVE

-

steers-souther-

J4ifrfi.n0.

lioes. receipts

15,000.

4r!wt

10

Bulk ot skies S7.S0
7.95; heavy $7.80(37.90; packers
and butchers $7.90S; light ; $7.S5((j
8; pigs $8.757.25.
3 to
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Mai ket
to cents higher. Muttons !4.75S;
Colorado lambs $88.73; range weth
TaivS
ers and yearlings $5. 2 3
ewes $3.5003.50.
to 15 cents higher.

7.;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
11. Twenty dollar
Chicago, Feb.

I

Lard, May $10.70;
September $10.80.
Ribs, May $10.65;
September $10.70.

S" OCK

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 11 Cattle,
0 southreceipts 11,000, including
ems
Market steauy. isnu e steers
fi7.50;
$78.60; southern
cows and heifers !T;T) 50;
!7.75:
native cows and heifers
stackers and feeders $5. i if 7.7r);
bulls $3.236.23; calves $fc .SOflO;
western steers $6.508; weslk u n rows

'

...
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This Is the season of the year when
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St, Kingmothers feel very much concerned
ston, N. T. (full name furnished on over
the frequent colds contracted by
had such decided benefit

July

$10.72,

July

abundant
$10.67; application)
from using Foley's Honey and Tar their children, and have
cold weakens
as
reason
It
for
every
shares
she
her
good
that
Compound

fortune with others. She writes:
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
brought my voice back to me during
New York. Feb. 11. Activity in a severe case of bronchitis and larynOh, how many people I have
gitis.
creased in Wall street today at the recommended
It to." O. G. Schaefer
broad
expense of values. Liquidation
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
ened as prices went down and- the
selling embraced many inactive stocks MICHIGAN REPUBLICANS MEET"
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 11. A 'state
for which, ordinarily there is much
convention of Michigan republicans asof a market
can-- 1
Monetary conditions were an active sembled here today to nominate
influence. Banks scaled down their dldates for the supreme court bench,"
loans and the rejection of less desir- superintendent of public Instruction
able collateral forced sales of special and other minor state officials. Ho be'
i
ties, which fell abruptly. Call loans voted for at the spring election.
4
per cent, compared with
opened at
3 per cent yesterday. The vote of the
firemen on the eastern rairoads for a
strike, the disorders in Mexico and
the slump in the Copper market
abroad were other bearish Influences.
Uonds were heavy.
Prices did not rebound when there
was a pause In the selling and this
acled to renewed offerings
Readcounts. Union Pacific lost
ing 2 and other favorites from 1 to
Rumely's break of four points
was due to the announcement for new

the lungs, lowers the vitality and
paves the way for the more serious
diseases that so often follow. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is famous for
its cures, and Is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

.

F. B. Walling, a farmer diving near
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Foley's'-Honey
and Tar Compound and
says; "I have been advised by my
family doctor to use Foley's Honey

x

and Tar Compound for my children
when (there was a cough medicine
needed. It always gives the best of
satisfaction and I recommend It to
others." O. . Schaefer and Red Cross
G--

nfi'iR Co.

AdVj

First Showing of

Stylish Low Shoes for
Spring 1913

for-bot-

nork today formed a notable feature
of the provision market. That un
usually high price per barrel was
reached at the opening as a conse-- J
auence of sharp advances in the cost. financing.
of live hogs. First sales of provisions
Renewals having been made at 4
wore 214 to 10 above last night, with
per cent ltle encouragement was deto $10 forpork; rived
MaV at "$19.97
from the easing up late In the
$10.70 to $10.75 for lnrd' and 110.65 day of; call loans. , New points ,of
lo $10.70 for 'ribs.
weakness crepttout, la the stock marTtiWficionev of the rainfall"' in' thel ket and parlieiilarly.JNew Jork, Central
regions'1 of 'Indian had which sold
drought-strickeatthe lowest since 1911.
a steadying influence on wheat. Open-The market closed steadier. Bull
were unchanged to
Intr mice
operators were discouraged by some
of the large blocks which came out
higher. May started atiH to
the same change as the market taken as prices kept getting lower and es93
and rallied
altogether, torn-bein steel, where the short sellat 93 pecially
weak
was
close
The
94Hto
ing seemed to be unopposed.
cent under last night.
for May,
Fractional rallies were general in
to 3 lower at the last few minutes, aside from
May corn opened
and sagged to
to 53
53
Southern Paclfio with a new low price.
The close was weak, with May
The closing sales for the day were:
net lower at 53'4(n .
71 Vi
Amalgamated
Copper
to Vt
116
May onts, which started
Sugar
t'own at 35 V4 to 35. fell to 33.
103
Atchison
The last quotations were:
162
Reading
Wheat. May 93; July 91; Sep- Southern Tacific
102
i
tember 90.
157
Union Pacific
July 53; Septem- United States Steel
. 62
Corn, May
10S
rn'i-.-ber 54.
Ptates Steel, pfd
Oats. May 21; July 24 ?i; September 3f"'i.
Tb OpOa
'
tfycryiiody
Pork, May 19.&7V; July $19.97

2,

1.

We are showing some fifteen new styles of
Ladie's footwear. ;1Jhe pMindbe$t!1a8t's,,1
that will appear this Season are now out on
A complete run of sizes and widths in

.

Dis-pla-

n

y,

each style and a style for every foot will be
j
found here.
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PERSONALS
M. C. de Baca returned from Santa
Fe last night
John Rlmbert of Mora is in the
city oa business,
Ben Schutt of Laa Alamos is in the
city today pn
R. R. Archer came in from Albuquerque this afternoon.
Luciano Maiz of Gonzales is in me
city today on a short business1 trip.
C. Parker of Sebre-J- , Kentucky, is
in the city visiting Mrs. L. P. Wright.
Eugenio Romero, a. merchant of
Mora, left tnis afternoon for Santa
Fe.
3. L. Zimmerman left this afternoon for Santa Fe and other points
along the line.
Colonel .Roberts of Mineral Hill
was In the city today to visit the
demonstration, train.
Lorenzo Delgado,
mayor of the
town of Las Vegas, returned last
night from Santa Fe.
Max B. Krause, connected with the
Mora Mercantile company, Is in the
city today on business.
David Jones, the well known
rancher, left this afternoon for a
business trip to Trinidad.
Mrs. T. Block, who has been visiting friends in the city for some time,
returned to Kansas City today.
George Hile of Watrous is in the
city today, on account of the illness
of his wife, who. is rt the Las Vegas
hospital.
Colonel M. M. Padgett returned
last night from Santa Fe where he
has been for the past tew days on
business.
W. D. Hurt and his mother are
visitors in the ctiy today. They an
on their way to Springfield, Mo from
Santa Fe.
Eugenio Romero, a member of the
board of regents cf the Normal University, came in last night from his
home in Mora.
W. E. Garrison, president of the
Mexico Agricultural college,
New
came in this afternoon to join the
demonstration train.
for
, Charles Doll, representative
the Loose Wiles Cracker company,
Is In the city on his monthly business
trip. He lives in Denver.
Miss, Leva Doughty, who has been
visiting her mother here for the past
few days, left last atght for Columbia, Mo., to attend a training school
at that place. Miss Doughty has been
,

teaching school at Lamy.
Dr P. A. Gollberg, assistant to Dr.
W. T. Brown of the Valmora ranch
sanitarium, and E. Anderson, editor
of the Evangelist, a well known Chicago paper, returned to the Valmora
ranch this afternoon after a short
visit here.

COMMERCIAL CLUB
TO GIVE SMOKER
EVERYBODY IS INVITED TO ATTEND MEETING TOMORROW
EVENING

e

,

A

ITffiNIE

TEAM

AFFAIR

LEAGUE

BASKETBALL
FASTEST
LOCAL
GAME Op.THE YEAR FRIDAY
EVENING AT THE ARMORY.
...

On Friday night of this week the
(Normal University boys' basketball
team will play a picked i team from
other town organizations. The Normal girls ahd the High school 'girls
probably, will
play a preliminary
game. The games will be played at
the armory and all gate receipts will
be used to send the Normal University team to El Paso to compete tor
the championship of the southwest.
'"
of fast basKet-bal- l
There "are
players in .the Sunday School

leakue and a team can be picked
that wiU, make the road nard to travThe game
el ,; for 'the Normalites.
hotmould
fasf
be
Friday night
The Normal
boys
ly contested.
would have had sufficient money to
make the El Paso tip had they not
lost money on the games with the
Albuquerque Business college teams.
Should the Normab make a good
showing at El Paso they Intend1 to
Issue a public challenge to the University of .New Mexico five, which
claimsf'the state championship. The
university bunch, it is said, promised
to play a return game here provided
the Normals would remain in Albuquerque fort a game following the
congest with; the Indians. After the
Uniyersityhadywon by a narrow margin,' bpweve Jt suddenly discovered
its. schedule was full and it would
be j iriraMe' to come up here for a
'

.

game.

ADDRESS BY SANTA FE COMMISSIONER A r Y. M. C. i LAST
NIGHT WELL ATTENDED

"There are various bloik systems
in operation, but the best way is to
use your own block."
This Is the proposition that Isaiah
Hale, commissioner of safety for the
Santa Fe Railway company, tried to
Impress upon the minds of the rail-

11, 1913.
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The Peoples Banlc & Trust Go.

BY DEFEATING

THE TRUMBULLS
LAST NIGHT IT REACHES TOP
OF THE LADDER

Standing of the Teams
Team
McWeuie
Anient
Kelly ...
Losey

Won

Lost

Pet

;..4

1

3

1

2

2

.8)0
.750
.500

2

2

.500
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Is headquarters for the Farmers
and Stockmen, You are welcome

use our telephone and stations,
,
ery.
to

'
2
3
Hoke
.400
way employes present at the illus Witteu
2
3
.400
trated talk on "safety First" given at Trumbull
1
4
.203
,
,
,
the Y. M. C. A. last night Mr. Hale
made it clear that the railway com
team
By defeating the Trumbu'l
pany is not only paying its men for last night by
total of 1ZI pins, tV
their work; .but that they also are McWenie team Efsumed the lead in
OFFICIMtS
paid for taking the company's time the Elks' bowling league, nosing the
W.
President
John
H.
Geo.
of
Harris,
human
to insure the safety
Cleofes Romero, Vice President
Huhker, Vice President
every
Anient team, which has been compla
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
being connected with the work.
ctntly occupying the top of the ladA machine may be repaired, but
der, down to the second step. Connot so with the human body. A man way had the high score for the evenlosing an arm or a leg is never of ing, knocking down 459 pins. The
much practical use to himself or any scores are as follows:
body else and in the illustrations
3.
McWenie team Conway, 459;
shown by Mr., Hale last night it was Danziger, 410; Nolette, 342; C. W, G.
out interference, because they paid
shown that by taking a little more
43G; McWenie, 447; total 2,094.
blackmail to the police.
Ward,
time and using a little more judg- Trumbull team Walter Hoke, 366;
ment more than 70 per cent of the
for O'Malley,
The other day a man was arraigned
Dennis, 394; Duncan,
railway accidents last year could 444; C. Danziger, 302; Trumbull, 454;
in the special sessions court at Jamof
wives
the
have been averted. The
total, 1,960.
aica, L I., upon the charge of having
railway employes were earnestly restolen three loaves of bread. The
quested by Mr. Hale to boost this GERMAN AMBASSADOR TO SPEAK
prisoner admitted the theft but statmovement and request their hused that at the time he was out of work
Springfield, 111., Feb. 11. The Linbands to use the safety habit, not
e and
11. Consider- sessions the other day sentenced
had no money to buy food for
New
coln Memorial association of this city
York,
February
for
own
but
benefit,
only for their
to
have
his
Americans
one
wife and children. It ap
elaborate
fact
the
the
the
in
has
that
preparatona
hungry
Poliartly
year
completed
ing
the company's, too. The general imat
from
Lincoln
the testimony in the
a
and
fine
of
for
universal
for
a
$500
the
annual
guid
being
penitentiary
after
peared
banquet
reputation
empression' has been with most
Arsenal tomorrow night. Ba ed in their actions by considerations the prisoner had pleaded guilty to a case that a police Inspector, passing
State
the
that
of
company
the
ployes'
railway
ron von Bernsdorff, German ambas- and motives of the most practical and biutal assault upon his stepchild, a in his automobile, had witnessed the
they must do their work as soon as
sador to the United States, will be matter-of-fac- t
character, it is surpris- boy about one year old, he expressed theft andi had sent a policeman to
chances
of
the
possible regardless
of sentiment is wasted regret that the law did not deal more arrest the thief. When the policeman
speakof
and
honor
lot
a
the
what
s
guest
principal
ing
they are taking. This opinion is
the
er.
of
General Sickles, who, severely with such brutes as the pris- learned that the man's family was
man
entire
like
The
a
membership
upon
who
man
changed now, and the
career oner. He emphatically voiced the sen- starving and utterly destitute, he Imtakes the company's time to insure Illinois legislature will attend the after a brilliant and honorable
timents of everyone present in the mediately started a subscription for
stultified
of
his
function.
service
in
country,
the
the safety of himself, other employes
room.
dishonortn
court
and
himself
Testimony showed that money, food and clothing for the famby
disgracing
ihe
man
whom
is
the,
and passengers
the
not
woman
had
been in the habit of ily of the man, before he arrested the
of
for
the
sake
a
himself
prisoner
company commends for good service. SOCIAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
underto
with the buckle of latter and took him to the police stathe
is
difficult
even
his
It
wifa
to
beating
11.
baby
Feb.
N.
Raleigh,
Steps
C,
Mr. Hale says the railway company
of deterioration a heavy belt whenever the little fel- tion. Sentence In the case was suscauses
stand
the
Conference
a
North
Carolina
organize
to
take
does not wish its employes
were taken at a which have marred the life of the low cried and that on one occasion pended by the justices.
chances, preferring slower If safer for Social service
here
sevtoday of delegates from general. Students of human nature he had even bitten the cheek of the
meeting
methods. During the evening
Rather unusual were the arguments
whether there had al- little fellow.
eral Interesting musical and literary many parts of the state. The aims of are wondering
which Horace Fisch of Camden,
with
In
the
genstreak
a
been
about
to
will
ways
be
yellow
the
conference
bring
numbers were given by the railway
y
If John E. Borne, a former member N. J., opposed the demand for
In eral's character or whether It developreforms
needed
Improvements
were
ajid
and
folk assisted
by others
weakIs
to
of
conwife
who
the
Ms
made
and
the
when
suing
educaed
produce
exchange
by
to
began
senility
the public health,
only
highly enjoyed by the. audience. The regards
and en his power of resistance. However solidated exchange of this city, had him for divorce. Mr. Fisch Bald he
talk was an entire success and many tional methods,: labor conditions
'
General Sickles died six hours later than he did his had been compelled to leave his wife,
an employe left the Y. M. C. A. last other problems afffflcting the publi that may have been,
horrible mess widow would have been made poorer because she had such long and shadp
a
in
succeeded
welfare.
making
.
night resolved to get the habit and
of charitable dis- by $10,190. Borne died on July 11, toenails and scratched hia legs so that
No
amount
of
It
but
the
not
company
work
only lor
position toward the old man could 1310, at 11:30 a." hi., "at" the' Gardeo he found It impossible to live with
also for his fellowman's safety. The
ever
obliterate the fact that he was City Hotel in Garden City, L I. About her. Strange to say Mrs. Fisch did
lecture was illustrated by moving pic- NEW SECRETARY FOR
guilty of flagrant dishonesty (when he six houra later Governor Hughes sign- not deny the allegation made by her
ture films and stereoptlcon slides.
misappropriated a large sum of monej ed a bill which materially changed husband and aa It was shown, that
"To say that I am immensedly
COMMERCIAL CLUB which had been entrusted to him the Inheritance tax laws. As Borne she was a milliner with a good InSafeof
the
success
the
with
pleased
What makes hla sin even blacker is. died before the new law become ef come, her application for alimony was
ty Rally Is only mildly expressing
the fact that my committing it he be fective the courts decided that his es- denied 'by the vice chancellor.
Isaiah
Hale,
my gratification," said
W. H. STARK, DENVER NEWSPA-PEat about;
trayed the trust placed In him by tate, which Is estimated
commissioner of safety on the SanIS SELECTED
BY
in
him
MAN,
was
and
to
$550,000,
a tax
believed
who
had
those
subject
only
ta Fe, after the lecture.
DIRECTORS
one per cent as fixed by the old ENGINEEIEN
ser
faithful
of
for
him
the
honored
had
to
o.r
intended
say,"
I
"As
said,
vices which he had rendered to his law. Under the old law the tax Is
said Mr. Hale, "our railroads face a
The board of directors of the Las country.
$5,479, while under the new law the
in
personal injuries
serious problem
Vegas Commercial club, at a special
who are charitably inclined tax would have been $15,669.
Those
you
and
GO ON A STRIKE
collectively
Individually
elected W. H. may try to find excuses for the gen
are up against the same proposition. meeting last light,
of Denver to the office of secre- eral's misdeed and may put the blame
The agitation against the "white
The railroads have been face to face Stark
Mr. Stark upon his weakness or whatever they slave" traffic has received a powerful
of
the organization.
tary
thouwith sorrow and suffering in a
TODAY ISwill devote his entire time to the wel please, but the fact remains that his stimulus recently and it is hoped that THEIR BROTHERHOOD
sand different forms for a great
SUED FORMAL ULTIMATUM TO
instruthe
of
Las
will
fare
near
be
in
not
alone
done
the
Vegas
one
of
through
act was
something
dishonesty
many years, but after the manner
RAILROADS
of die Commercial club. according to the interpretation by thi future to put a stop to this disgraceprescribed by the law of the land mentality
as
exwho
A.
fairAn
ful
nefarious
and
George
resigned
Flening,
practice.
law,' but in the Judgment of all
they have endeavored to compensate
New York, Feb. 11. With a strike
some "Ime ago but promised minded oersons. The violation of a pert, having devoted nearly two years
for life and limb a thing it was nev- secretary
vote
authorized by an overwhelming
been
trust Is a heinous offense and those to the study of the "white slave" in
er been possible to adequately do. to act until his successor had
the Brotherhood of Locomomajority,
Mr,
to
ascerwired
this
this
aornlng
city, collecting material,
guilty of it will deserve the hysterical
Their very best has been to go to selected,
tive
Firemen
and Englnemen submithad been elected. An
sympathy which has been so wantonly tained that there were abou 26,O0P ted an ultimatum
the widows and orphans and leave Stark that he
today to the reprenew
New
the
who
and
n
"white
slaves"
York City,
wasted upon General Sickles.
with them a few bank notes with early reply is expected
sentatives of the 54 eastern railro-odwithin
men.
were
be
will
"owned"
about
here
6,100
their
by
secretary
likely
which they might wipe away
and neither side yielding, the confera few days.
For a long time It has been felt The same investigator testified before ence
tears,
adjourned. Officers of the broo
Commercial
committee
the
Curran
The
the
directors
investigating
that there was something radically
"Now the thing Is on another plan
are now authorized to call a
therhood
105 dlsorderely houses
the safety, habit system. The key- club are not personally acquainted wrong with the school system of New that he knew of
tout its president, W. S.
strike
once,
at
Ibelleve
were
but
Mr.
they York City, tout nobody seemed to be harboring "white slaves" which,
they
Stark,
note ot the safety proposition is with
as
a last resort, submit
will,
Carter,
the able to locate the seat and the cause allowed by the police to exist wlth- struck by the very simple statement have made a wise selection, as
to the railroads late today a written
some
man is recommended by
of the trouble. Finally the board of
that, 'it takes less time to prevent young
statement of the union's attitude. If
Denestimates took the bull by the horns
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Pas-qual-

be-in-

LEGISLATORS

ACCUSED

"ViOFJELLING

VOTES
.

Charleston, W. Va., Feb.:Xl:
Five jnemhers of the legislature of West Virginia were arrested lit.', this afternoon, on
warrantsiisued at the instance
attorney.
of tbje prosecuting
The men arrested are Senators
B. A)- Smith of the Fourth dis-

trict?" Djetegates S. U. G.
Rhode's, Of Mingo county; Dr.
T. J. Asbury, Putman county;
David E.' Hill, Mason county;
Ralph Duff, Jackson county.

4-

f
f

The five are charged with
having accepted $20,000 for
voting for William S. Edwards
f for United States senator,
f Rhodes Is alleged to have re-ceived $15,000, Duff $2,000 and
other; three $1,000 each,
f- - After, It is alleged, they were
'
'given the money they were
f f taken Into another room In the
itjii hotel,. whjQre they were arrested
Hill and
by' Sheriff Bonner
Prosecuting Attorney Town- fr-th-

I

BeH,

If;,

it'

'APPEAL8liT0 GOVERNOR.
"Feb. 11. District Attorney Fredericks, who appealed to
the' 8ftrTr "department in behalf of
Roy E. Rankin of Los Angeles, Cal,
wa adyised toay that because of
tfie unsettled" condition of the federal government at Mexico City he
had better make his appeal direct
to the governor of Lower California.

'Washington,

LYNCHING6 IN RUSSIA.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 11. A double

lynching occurred today near Kpar-koA mob of 6,000 peasants stormed the Jail, demolished the building
and seized a horse thief and lynctn
him.
Then they proceeded to the
police depot and repeated the, performance ' 'with another horse thief
who was confined there.

fectly, delicious hot Biscuits,
hot breads, cake and pastry
there is no substitute for
1

)
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RALLY

SUCCESSFUL

For making quickly and per

LHJUoU

SAFETY

PLAY PICKED

f

For the puriwse of discussing topics
in which every Las Vegan is Interesttomorrow
ed the Commercial club
in
an
hold
meeting
will
open
evening
its rooms In the Masonic temple. Or-of the principal subjects for discussion
will be the completion of the Camfield
irrigation system upon the Las Vegas
land grant. As was announced Bonn;
time ago, a bill has been Introduced
In the legislature giving the board of
trustees of the grant power to invest
the funds of the grant in a feasible
plan for the completion of the project.
This bill will be discussed in detail
and the club will take such action as
is deemed necessary for inducing the
legislature to act upon the measure at
its present session. Members of the
cub have agreed to furnish good cigars and there will be good smoke In
the atmosphere,as well as. enlightening oratory." livei'j'bOdy'Vs urged to tie
present.'
, . , .t
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fi7 Ina received

Dale asking
once.

Two Friends Were
Saved From Impending but
Different Disasters.

Cn

Fact,

By CECILLE LANGDCN.
Is certainly very mysterious,"
tsaid Mrs. Little. "Bruno la acting bo
strangely I cannot account tor U ait
'

"It

"It ia worse than mysterious it is
positively heartbreaking:" said Ina
Dawes, but she said It to herself.
"Everything was going so lovely,'
continued the little widow. "I invited
you down here Bruno, as my heart
dearly wished, was more than attentive to you. His friend. Jack Lowry,
came on. Then Beatrice Dale has that
stately Miss Vavasour visit her. Right
away, too, Bruno neglects you and
becomes devoted to Miss Vavasour.
iFoor Jack, the rejected, is inconsolable, and you, my dear "
"Don't think of me, my friend," said
Ina bravely. "I am afraid I attached
too much weight to your brother's

i

iflirting."

Ina found Jack Beated on the porch
of the Dale home. He flushed a trifle
as he saw Ina, mumbled some excuse
about an engagement, and the two
girls were alone.
"I have something to say to you,
Miss Dawes," began Beatrice in a
tremulous tone. "You saved my life
yesterday."
"Brave Jack" began Ina.
I have something to
"No, you.
confess to you, something I feel very
sorry for, now that I see how unhappy
I have made you you, who have
done so much for me. I sent purpose
ly for my Inend, Miss Vavasour, to
win the love of Bruno Moore away
from you, because I was jealous and
wicked."

Beatrice was crying by the time she
got through with her humiliating confession. Ina smiled sadly and stroked ber hand reassuringly.
"Never mind, dear," she said

cour-

ageously. "If Miss Vavasour is Bruno's
fate, let us wish him all due happi-

ness."
"But she can never make him hap- py!" cried the WTetched Beatrice.
a coquette. She
"She is
has told me that It is only money and
position she is after. Oh! why did I
act out this wilful, wicked plot? Why
have I destroyed the love and peace
of others!"
However, one good result came out
of it all. Jack seemed now attracted
to the really pretty Beatrice, and the
latter began to wear a happier face.
One evening Bruno came Into the gar-dewhere his Bister and Ina were
seated engaged In some fancy work.
have just
"Well," he announced,
seen Miss Vavasour homeward bound
on the train thank goodness!"
Ilia Elster stared at him and Ina
felt a new throbbing at her heart.
Bruno had brought a chair close to
her side.
"Why do you say that, Bruno?" In
quired Mrs. Little.
"Because I am truly thankful. in
deed. Miss Vavasour's sister sent for
her and now a happy return to the
dear old times." cried Bruno joyously.
"Ina. will you take a stroll with me?"
"Do you not think a few explana
tions are in order first, brother?" Inquired Mrs. Little, rather coldly.
"That's deserved why, certainly!"
replied Bruno, In his usual bluff, Jolly
tone. "I have hurried back here fast
as I cculd purposely to explain to
both of you that my horrible cofalse-hearte-

"But Bruno was not flirting." disclaimed Mrs. Little solemnly. "I know
lie wasn't"
--

note from Miss HAD THE CHILDREN GUESSING

her to call upon her, at

Then?"

"That Miss Vavasour has simply
hypnotized him with her queenly ways
and really handsome face. He will
come back to hia first allegiance.
Trust me."
It was certainly a complex and dismal situation at Poplar Grove, the
pretty country home of the fashionable widow, Mrs. Little. Life had gone
like a beautiful dream for Ina, until
this stately Miss Vavasour had appeared on the scene. At first Jack,

n,

1

the enthralled, had been her ardent
knight errant. Then Bruno had supplanted him unmistakably In the affections of the new brilliant star.
Ina left her friend and old college
and walked pensively
companion,
through the garden towards the river.
She sighed aB Bhe saw a dolorous-facegentleman pacing a densely

d

nduct"
HiB

elster groaned.

"My 'undying devotion' to Miss Va-

vasour "
Ina sighed.
"Was all a game."
"A game?" repeated Mrs. Little
7
wonderingly.
"Yes. The first night Miss Vava
sour arrived," said Bruno, "poor Jack
fell head over heels in love with her.
I saw his danger, for I had heard of
her in the city as a heartless, calculate
lng coquette. To save Jack I devoted
She has
my time to Miss Vavasour.
gone home somewhat soured, and I
fancy has half guessed my plot to
ave a soft but noble hearted friend
from the wiles of a siren. Iaa, will
you come for that stroll?"
"Yes, Bruno," responded Ina gladly.
"I will go now."
They met two other strollers In
Even She Does Not Look Happy," their progress Jack and Beatrice
Reflected Ina.
and when the happy-facecouples
In to tea a little later, observant
came
ehaded
It was Jack Lowry, Mrs. Little knew that there would
usually the soul of cheerfulness. Ina Boon be some interesting announcereflected that this wilful, coquettish
ments.
deal to
Miss Vavasour had a

MlU

d

by-pat-

good

an-w-

for In distracting the happiness
of others.
Sweet Ina was deeply hurt. Bruno
Moore had certainly taken a step beyond mere friendship In those first
days of her stay at Poplar Grove.
Even new when they met there was a
latent fondness in his eyes for her,
and a loyal expression of regard in
his treatment of his oldest chum,
Jack. Yet all his spare time was devoted to Miss Vavasour, so what
could they think except that his real
Interest was centered In the new

liauty?

s

bridge.
"Even she does not look happy," reflected Ina. "They say she was at
on
time very much In love with
tfruno. Ah, me!" and the little maid

and balf wished she had never

come away from the serene home
whore phft had never so much as
heard of such a thing as heartwreck.
Suddenly there was a crackling
ound upon the still air, a shriek and
a spash. Miss Dale had infringed too
fuily upon the Integrity of the flimsy
bridge mil. It had given way, and
be was precipitated into the water
ten feet below. The startled Ina no-

ticed that she landed sideways against
one of the extending timber supports
of the bridge. Stunned and helpless,
she Bunk; she came to the surface
again, but limp and lifeless.
Ina was a superb swimmer, for she
Tiad been brought up In a seaport
town. She was soon in the water. She
ou!d not, however, sustain the dead
weight of the insensible girl and swim
fio shore.
Fortunately, after drifting
twenty fact, she Beared a wire runto
a timber under the brtdae.
ning
WhiBg to it, holding the rescued pirl
irmt cf the water, and screamed for

f

s

-.
t was Jack Lowry who finally
ii
(i
on had both g',rU Rate.
v.no far-It as J i
.tS
in "ni r l,crn. 1 ,. m x?
tit---

GIRLS

IN

1312.

by W. G. Chapman.)

CANADIAN

STORES

In City of Montreal Only Three Per
Cent Were Not Compelled to
Labor for Livelihood.

The claim so often made that girls
department stores do not require
a living wage, because they are living
at home, has been punctured again
by an Interesting research made by
Montreal young women, says the SurAn association of department
vey.
tore girls organized for
nd
purposes, conducted an Investigation for the child
welfare exhibition now In progress
In Montreal. They secured responsible young women In each of tha
itores to make the rounds of their
associations. The questionnaire was
of the briefest possible kind, prepared
by the director of the child welfare
exhibition and adapted to amateurs.
The result showed that out of the
women employed In eleven
8,471
stores In the city:
Seven per cent, were the solo sup- port of their family.
Sixty per cent were aiding In the
family support
Thirty per cent were living alone
and supporting themselves.
Three per cent worked only for
pin money or clothing, making no contribution to the finances of the home.
The fact that a girl Is living at
home may mean that she Is protect
ed In her recreations and social engagements, but these Montreal fig
ures add to the cumulative evidence
that it does not mean that Bhe can
depend upon others for her support
and thus work for less than a living
In

seml-rellgio-

Ina strolled along rather dejectedly
until she reached the rustic bridge
spanning the river. She sat down
on the bank. Then
jear some bur-hethe idly watched a new comer on the
scene. This was Beatrice Dale. The
tatter stood leaning and half seated on
the frail railing that protected the

fclghed.

(Copyright.

Chicago Youngsters Floundered Badly When Asked to Describe One
of the Simplest Flowers.

The pimpernel is a simple, sweet
little flower that grows widely, but It
would seem practically unknown to
the public school children of Chicago.
This, at least, was the conclusion
forced upon a certain teacher after
giving out a line from Tennyson's
"Maud" and asking for its written
definition.
The line was: "As the
pimpernel dozed on the lea," and here
are some of the answers received, in
addition to those defining the pimpernel as "a frog," a "a small deer," "a
dragon fly" and "a small shrub like
a prickley pear."
"The word pimpernel calls up to my
mind the image of a pampered cur.
He is a worthless brute who spends
most of his time dozing in the sunshine."
"The pimpernel seems to me a small
animal resembling an eel. It has short,
rounded ears and bright, beadlike
ryes As I imagine It, the pimpernel
is lying half asleep on the grass near
the shore of a lake, ready to slip into
the water at the slightest sound."
"A pimpernel seems to me a tramp
or gypsy. He lies on the bank In the
sun with an old battered hat drawn
over his face."
"I do not knoy what the word
means, but it instantly suggests to me
a small lizard covered with pimples
or warts. The image flashed upon my
mind as soon as the word was spoken
and Is still vivid and distinct. Although I never heard the word before,
I seem always to have knowr. It and
to attach this meaning to it, I am absurdly confident that tjis is the true
meaning."
All of which would seem to prove
that the Jnwnfie imagination, given
free re'.a, an make strange work df
almost any given thought or idea.

WHERE
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HORACE MADE

SO" 3

THE COPTIC

Sabine Home Rendered Immortal by
Poet Still Retains All Its Famous
Beauty.

A few verses written two thousand
Tal-le- y
years ago have rendered the little
of the Llcenza one of the most
famous places within easy reach of
Kome. Had Maeceas been less generous a patron, had he never given the
Sabine farm to Horace, bad Horace
never told the world and his friends
how his days there were spent, few
would now make the classical excursion Into the Sabine hills, though
time has not marred their beauty.
The villa of Horace has disappeared,
but the hills are as lovely as they
were in his day. Now, as then, If one
goes from Rome to Tivoli, and thence
to Vilovaro, there turning up the valley of the Licenza and wandering on
by road, as one must, since there Is no
railway, he comes, some few miles farther, to a great rock that springs' ab
ruptly from the lower slopes and 'Jits
over them at an interesting angle.
This Is "the citadel Horace had to
scale" to reach his house, and marks.
It Is thought, the bounuaries of the
farm. The only difference is that the
little village of Roccagiovlne rises on
top, where of old Btood the Temple of
Vacuna, already In ruins when Horace sat under Its shadow to write to
his friend In Rome. The little town
had done Its best to meet its classical
responsibilities, and has given the
name of the temple to Its piazza.
Here still are the olives that pay
the Sabine fanners best, and the vines
that yield the rough little Sabine wine
that Horace has made more renowned
than many a rarer vintage. Here are
the hills where he wandered, and the
woods that gave acorns to his flocks
and shade to him. Here ar8 the babbling spring and the banks upon
which he rested during the hours he
counted his happiest the Eandalusian
spring to which he promised immorBLACK LETTERS AND WHITE tality in his song. And as he promNot merely the
ised 60 he gave.
Former Can Be Read at a Greater spring, but all that vast estate, which
the satirists of his time would have
Distance Than the Latter, is
men believe was but "a lizard's hole,"
Judgment of Experts.
he has made immortal.
There Is a tendency on the part of
railroads to adopt signs with white letters on a black background, not realiz- INVENTOR OF CORN BROOM
ing that the black letter on a white
background is easier to read and can Levi Dickinson, Native of Connecticut,
la the Man to Be Accorded
at a greater distance. This
be
the Honor.
follows in an interesting way from
the structure of the retina of the eye.
"Although it is not generally
The impression of a letter at the
limit of vision is received on the ends known," said a manufacturer of
of a small bundle of nerves which con- brooms, "the house broom, snch as
vey to the brain a sort of mosaic, im- the housewife uses, is comparatively
to
pression. A nerve can only transmit a recent Invention, dating back
to the brain information as to whether 1786. Before that time husk brooms
out the ovens and
or not a ray of light is falling upon it, were used
and when a nerve is partly in the light splinter brooms, made of birch, were
and partly In darkness the sensation used for everyday use. The present
is the same as though all of it was broom Industry might be said to have
had its beginning in Connecticut In
in the light.
It follows, therefore, that all nerves 1786, when Levi Dickinson, a native
on the dividing edge between any of Weatherfleid, went to Hadley carblack and white area transmit the sen- rying with him a new kind of corn
sation of light so that all white lines seed which he showed his friends, sayand white areas appear wider and all ing that wfcen full grown It would
black lines and black areas appear make better brooms tbaa ever had
been made. The Hadley women
narrower thin they really are.
the
at
thinner
laughed at him, hut despitfc this, DickBlack letters grow
limit of vision and are still recogniz- inson was not discouraged, hut harable, while at the same distance white vested his first crop of I room corn,
letters grow thicker and cannot he dis- managed to scrape the setd from the
tinguished. There are circumstances brush with a knife and i hoe, after
when It is necessary to use white let- which he made his broomj. He made
ters, but In such cases legibility will the complete broom, including the
be Improved if they are made with a handles, and grew his own, flax for the
thin stroke and strongly lighted. Black twine, the whole costing! him little.
letters are more distinct if made with Believing that his neighbors would rea heavy stroke. Scientific American. fuse to buy the new kln of broom.
Dickinson In 1793 peddled hls brooms
In Williamsburg, Ashflelfl and ConTobacco Supports Kavalla.
way. The next year he carried them
A historian, writing less than fifty to Pittsburg.
The new brooms took,
years ago, speaks of Kavalla, the Na- for as soon as housewlvei found how
ples or Neapolis of Macedonia cs "a much better they were ever the old
small Turkish village." When 1 vis- husk or birch broom the would buy
ited it In the early days of 1912, says no other. Other men wnt into the
a writer in the Christian Herald, I business and a new Industry was born
found It a thriving city, the second in Hadley. Dickinson lived until 1843.
seaport In Macedonia, beautifully situ- long enough to see the Hadley or corn
ated around the little bay that forms broom in use all over the country,
its harbor, while on one side is a great and the same broom, with improvecitadel crowned with a Turkish fort- - ments, is still In use."
-
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NUMBER, MAIN

t

ery
ning

Monday era
Cutis-Hallin
VlalUm

.

Knights ar cord)
ally Invited. Chaa
Liebachner, Chaa
cellor Commandei
Harry Martin, Keeper of Records
and Seal.

Li

F. O. E.

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordl
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adler
President! E. C. Ward, Secretary

MASONS

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second ana
fourth Thursday evening eae
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visltim-brothercordially invited. Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Tbornhti.
Secretary.

s

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meets first and tnlrd Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.
S.

Wanted

as assistant
Position
bookkeeper pr any kind of office
work by experienced and capable
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
woman, with some knowledge of FRATERNAL
102 Mees every Monday night at
Address
Optic.
stenography.
S,
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat avenue.at
8 o'clock.
are
TO LEASE OR RENT 1 large
Visldng
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
adobe house with 150 acres
adobe
of land and 1 small
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
house and 70 acres of land. Mrs.

WANTED

P. C. Nisson.
MODERN WOODMEN

FOR SALE First class upright,
ano, price reasonable. Inquire

piOp-

tic.
FOR SALE

One dozen

chickens.

Vegas

369.

FOR SALE A good automobile.
dress B., care Optic.

Ad-

For Rent
FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
FOR
RENT Suite
rooms, first floor,
508 Main.

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.

9:10
11:05
2:05
:45

2

No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

No.
No.
No.
OF AMERICA No.

1.

1

.

3..
7.

.

9..

Depart
9:15 p.
11:05 p.
2:10 a.
2:10 p.

p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m.
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

m
m

m
m

p. m
a. m
p. m
p. m

ATTOKNEVH
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on tha second and fourth Fridays
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
H. Hunker Chester A. Hunk
George
G.
Clerk.
Laommle,
Stewart, Consul;
Attorneys-at-LaVisiting members are especially
Las
Vegas.
welcome and cordially invited.

Black
Call

LOCAL TIME CAHii

Mett In the Forest of brotherly

For al&

housekeeping
electric lights

Furnished house, modern. Eighth and Washington. Inquire Herbert W. Gehring.

FOR RENT

miscellaneous
FIRST class room, and board,
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.

In- -

Lost
LOST Red back memorandum book
of Aekerman Dairy.
Finder phone
J. M. Aekerman and receive reward.

PETER P. MACKEL

J. E. ROSENWALD

LODGE NO. 541

New Mexiiw

DENTISTS

I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST. ,
Tuesday of tha month In the vestry
Crockett Building.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Office
Main 111
Telephone
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are House
Main It
Telephone
Isaac AppeL
cordially invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
retary.
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
COUN- moderate
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
prices.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 136
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited'. Richard
Here Is a message of hope and good
Devine, G. K.; Prank Angel, P. S.
cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, Boone
Mill, Va., who Is the mother of IS
Mrs. Martin was cured of
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. children.
stomach trouble and constipation by
1.
at
Meets every Monday evening
Tablets after fie
chamberlain's
their hall on Sixth street All visit- years of suffering and now recomto the public. Sold
ing brethren cordially "invited to at mends these tablets
Adv.
dealers.
all
by
D.
N.
tend. J.
G.;
Friedenstlne,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
When Burton Holmes recently gave
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
his celebrated travelogue on "Panama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
by continual
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and was seriously interupted
of the audience. No one ancoughing
fourth Tuesday evening of each noys willingly and If people with
month Elks home on Ninth street coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
Honey and
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth' in throat would use Foley's
could
quickly
they
Tar
Compound,
Mcers are cordially Invited. P. D.
cure their coughs and colds and avoid
ConW.
D.
Exalted
Ruler;
Elroy,
this annoyance. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adr.
don, Secretary.

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

lardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Giailng.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Vest Side Plasa
Old Towl

RETAIL PRICES
lba.r

More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs. to . 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 6J lbs. Each Delivery
2,000

20o per 100
25o per 100
30c per ,100
40c per 100
50o

per

lbs.
lbs.

lbs,
lbs.

100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
and
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Made Las Vega Famous.
Have
Which
ot
Qualities
Lasting
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

d

table-spoonf-

,

-

I

At 1,

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYRegUar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. 0.
Blood, Secretary.

LODGE
NO. . 1
KNIGHTS OF FY
TH1AS Maeta

DORADO

RANSFORD

d

LL

conclave sec. d Tues-V""--"
day in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
KlnkeL E. C. ; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

The narrow streets are cleaner than
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
most Turkish cities can boast, and
there are really fine and imposing State of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial District, County of San Miguel.
buildings. These are mostly tobacco
eighteen hundred and fourteen
warehouses, or belong to tobacco magIn the District Court
nates, for this weed must at least be The Marion Steam shovel Company,
dollars, and eighteen hundred
given the credit for the present prosand fourteen (1,81.00) dollars rea
Plaintiff,
corporation,
perity of this rising town, which is
vs.
spectively, the said promissory notes
the great tobacco port and manufac
William
The
B.
being due and payable in six, nine
Oscar
Underwood,
turing center of Macedonia.
Creek Irrigation Company, a corpor and twelve months after date respec
The chief ruias, which date back to
Paul's time, are the remains of a
ration. The willow Creek Irriga- tively, the principal sum, interest
tion Company, a corporation, The and attorney's fees named in said
huge Roman aqueduct, whose magnificent arches until two years before
Camficld Development Company, a promissory notes being still due and
my visit had brought water to the
unpaid, with the exception of the
corporation, The
modern city.
Construction Company, a cor- sum of five hundred ($500.00) dol
lars, the said cause being entttted:
poration, Defendants.
False Sore Throat.
The Marlon Steam Shovel Company,
No. 7479.
If you come home after a hard day's
t,
a corporation, plalntltf, vs. Oscir B.
The above named defendants,
work with a raw, rasping feeling in
Creek Irrigation Underwood, The William Creek Irrithe
William
your throat, which becomes quite
gation Company, a corporation, The
a corporation, Tne Willo
painful, do not be deceived into be- Company,
Willow Creek Irrigation Company, a
a
corpo
lieving that you are contracting a sore Creek Irrigation Company,
NaramoreUnder-woo- d corporation, The Camtleld DevelopThe
medicine
take
and
and
accordingly
ration,
throat,
for this affection. The throat will oft
Construction Company, a corpo- ment Company, a corporation, The
Nnramore-UnderwooConstruction
en become dry and painful from great
ration, will tane notice that a suit
fatigue, or from neglect to eat at the has been begun in the District Court Company, a corporation, defendants,
proper time. It the subject will drink
numbered 7479 on the doc
of the Fourth Judicial District sit- and being
a cup of hot water, or take a
court.
Of
said
of
ket
nnrt fnr 1h - t'OUBtV
of cocoanut or olive oil, and
notified that un
further
You
are
fifMexico,
and
down
New
relax for
wage.
San Miguel, State of
thereafter lie
teen or twenty minutes, the feeling for the purpose of, anwng other less you enter or cause to be enin said cause
Vetoed.
will, most lifcsly, disappear. The suba certain chattel tered your appearance
"Vvhaf b the missus kicking about? ject a&ould, tusker these circum things, foreclosingexecuted and deiiv on or before the 4th day 0f March,
inmiired tha housemaid from next stances, ettt an easuy digestible din- mortgage made,
to Tne A. D. 1913, judgment by default and
door.
ner with little maat, and no acids of ered bv Oscar B. Underwood a cor- - decree
pro confesso will be entered
I
told aay kind.
Marion Steam Shovel Cofpany,
"This is her night out, but
,
.
.
tef' vnn
her I had an engagement meself.'
poratlon the stud chattet monpso mercm
is William J.
attorney
deliv-- j
Plaintiff's
and
being so made, erutod
An Outrage.
address is
Postoffice
The Idea.
secure the Lucas whose
"What's Mrs. Wombat abusttx & ered to the plaintiff to
New Mexico.
"Whv do you laugh at the idea of
Vesss,
Rast
La
notes.
of
tnree promissory
government tor now?"
itovlnz pictures of germs?"
LORENZO PELGADO.
for the .urns!
- oac- 11.
"Rmtm they wouldn't let her sn4 a
I ar.'t tc'.p i. it sgums
"
cvura
ie?
""
of
by
"
parcel pot jf,f t,r; t!"nsn! ' 1, ' 'W
gallon
o"ie.
T"
'.:-

munication flret and
third " Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. p. Mills.
1L, H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

Five cents per line eacn Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy lets epac than two

res

Naramore-Vnder-woo-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. oV EL
A. M. Regular com-

CHAPMAN

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

AID CAFl

liESTAilBANT

LOBBY

TOE

"""

ANT Ads
.Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all ot
those who MIGHT BUY ths particular thing Is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someoaa
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear of
your property nnlesa It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ans er ads. in this newspaper want (and
books, automobiles, used
machinery
of
of any sort, and musical inarticles
usefulness
and furniture,
struments.
,

are anxious to pay cash for)

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buye's, of all possible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best mar-I- t
els.

y
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Are Used In The Optic's Job Department
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THAT'S THE REASON
That Printing Done By Us

Is

the Best Obtainable

getting work out with little delay, but insist that it must be absolutely correct and
satisfactory in every respect.
Of
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We

iree or a Kind
want you

to have

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.

MILLERS ART
IT IS THE PERFECTION OF TEE

This Week for Cash S1.50

Frank Fredericks, employed as call
boy at the local freight office, has

Monarch Brand California Canned Fruits

been kept from his work today on
B account of Illness.
Paul Marcell, lately employed by
the Graaf end Hayward firm, has resigned and will work for the Las Vegas Mercantile company.

25c Per Can
Monarch Mince Meat in 23 Oz. Jars, Regular
Price 50c. THIS WEEK 35c

J.

Mrs. G. Hile, who has been

G. Calle, route agent for the Wells
Fargo Express companyj was in the
city today checking in the new cashier, T. Evans, who relieved former
Cashier Williams.

Grocer

The Sunday School league teams
will practice tonight at the Y. M. 0.
o'clock until
A.; the Baptists from

THE OLD RELIABLE

V

Christians from 8
o'clock;
o clock until 9 o'clock and the Methodists from o'clock until 10 o'clock.
8

BAIN WAGON
-

-

11

kK

the

A rehearsal for the minstrel show
to be given by the Y. M. C. A. in
the near future will be held tomor
row night.
Every one interested,
whether a member of the institution
or not, should be on hand tomorrow
night at the Y. M. C. A. building.

"

""

at the

Las Vegas hospital for some time,
(this morning was operated on at
that place. The operation was

Stearns

H.

On Friday night of this week, Sir
Knight W. A. Chapman, inspector
general of the Grand Commmdery
Knlghtg Templar of New Mexico, will
visit the Las Vegas Forum No. 2 K.
T. Preparations are beln.r
for
his reception by the iac?l Knights
Templar.

VO'

Short funeral services for the late
a

v"

Sole Agents

M

Ik

place. The reception an! banquet
was an immense 'affal man cf tiie
prominent Masons from all over the
west attending.

Home of (lie Best of Everylliing Eatable

Word was received today from Albuquerque of the deam In that city
Wis-neearly this morning of Mrs. J. A.
of
home
her
at the
daughter,
Mrs. A. A. Keen. Mrs. Wisner was
She lived in Las
81 years of age
several
for
years, beginning
Vegas
with 1S81, when her husband was a
conductor on the Santa Fe railway.

r,

Stricly Fresh Home Laid

Kansas Eggs

THE

GRAAF

35c per dozen

-

Eggs
-

After consulting their calendars
the members of the E. Romero Hose
and Fire company have discovered
that the anniversary of the birth of
George Washington occurs this year
on Saturday. For tnis reason they
have decided to have their annual
Washington's Birthday masque ball
on Friday evening, February 21. They
expect to make the dance the biggest
social event ever held in Las Vegas.

30c per dozen

-

& HAYWARD CO. STORE
..

INTERNAL TROUBLE

sr..

cold compelled

the mobs to seek

itHTIMEi

shei-tr..,,-

,
-7-r

KICKING WILSON'S DOG.
Tremon, X. J., Feb. 11. What was
declared to be an effort to postpone
action on Governor Wilson's antk
trust lulls' until after he had' departBY
POP.
IS
PREMIER:
FORCED,
THE
ed for I Washington, was defeated by
ULAR DEMONSTRATION, TO
the democratic members of the state
OFFICE
HIS
RESIGN
twwta in caucus this afternoon. They
Tokio, Feb. 11. Official notification Votud lo rescind a resolution passed
v us made today of the resignation of tills, morning to adjourn until next
prince Kataura, tie Japanese promior, weok? ou of Vespect to the memory
of Lincoln, thus foregoing a session
to'iv'.Uer with his cabinet.
,
Cnnilml
Yamamoto
to
Count
is
be tomorrow.
(
ihe resolution was favored by 'he
oitUUiliy Installed In the office of premier tomorrow. Baron TaVaaki ICato, republicans aim to pass it four dem
cratle" squalors voted in the affirmaformerly ambassador to Great

WORRIES JAPAN

PEREORillCE

j

We are dally presenting

will retain tho portfolio of forulsu A- tive. .;Lfiter.tb.e democratic leaders
undid s(hi work and the bills probffairs.
Violent political riots broie out in ably will be passed on third reading
tomorrow. Ttf& seven bills camo out
the city of Osaka today. The orflces
of committee today with amendments
of newspapers which support Prince
to pifnQ of 'hem.
the
were
Kateura,
attacked
premier,
by great mobs. Several death are
reported.
The situation in thig city w;tS iui;t.
er today. The rioting 0f last nisht.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
were killed or perl.
in v,h' li TO
'
r "' !
hi V..t taxi J
f hart
and twoj
vci.th t

our

results of perfect laundering to
who

hundreds of patrons,
endorsing

it

with

their

are
con-

tinued patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
AND CUFF

WORK

THAT IS

AND E. M.
WALTER HAYWARD
BAGWELL ENGAGE IN A.
MIXUP.

AMY

Late vRBterdav evening Walter
OF BAD WEATHER Havward and E. M. Bagwell, botn
MANY VISIT DEMONSTRA
well known In tne city, naa a muo
TION TRAIN.
argument which resulted in fisticuffs
Bagwell, it is said, owed the Graaf
Surprise was expressed today by and Hayward firm a bill and some

IN

"

You

SPITE

time ago sent ia some hogs as a settlement. Yesterday Bagwell came
into the Graaf and Hayward butcher
shop and was informe", so the story
goes, that he had sent in two hogs
and had been given credit for that

the officials in charge of the Santa
College demonstration
train at the number of farmers who
journeyed lo Las Vegas through' the
snow to visit the exhibits and hear
the lectures. .A considerable delega
tion showed up during the day and
all parts of the county were represented' by at least one farmer.. The
men who - visited the train tasked
and absorbed
enough questions
enough information to make them
sources of enlightenment to their
neighbors on many vexatious prob
lems of agriculture.
The farmers were greatly iuter-este- d
They were especially pleased
with the information regarding dairying, which was given by the staff
of demonstrators. The farmers were
shown that dairying is an industry
which will make of the mesa country
east of Las Vegas one of the most
prosperous sections of New Mexico.
They were shown, also, how to feed
their cattle to eet the greatest
amount of milk, butter and cream
from the rations given them. How
to mix rations to bring aoout good
results was demonstrated in a scien
tific manner.
Dry farming methods a3 well as
methods to be used for greatest suc
cess upon irrigated tracts were ex
plained to the visitors. The care of
fruit trees also was illustrated. In
demonstration was most
fact, the
complete. In addition to the farmers
large number of townspeople and
children visited the train.
With the train are W. E. Garrison,
president of the New Mexico School
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts; J.
D. Tinsley, the Santa Fe's farming
expert; H. M. Baiiier, who will succeed Mr. Tinsley who has been
transferred to work in Texas; H. C,
Mr. Tinsley's- assistant;
McCowanj,
E. P. Humbert ana W. S. Cunningham, both cf the Agricultural col-

number.
Bagwell, however, said he had sent
in three hogs and wanted credit for
that many. An argument was started and words passed that were not
of a religious style, it is declared.

Finally words wouldn't suffice furand manual strength was
ther
brought into play. After a couple of
fast rounds the men were parted and
the argumlent iwapl then taken flo
court. Action was brought against
Bagwell 'for assault and battery. Bagwell paid a fine and was released.
Bagwell then swore out complaint
against Walter Hayward. This case
was heard by Police Judge Murray
late this afternoon. Hayward withdrew his- plea of not - guilty to a
charge of assault ana batter. He
was given a fine, which he paid.

IN

TIME

SAVES NINE

4

read daily that a number of housewives are carried to

the hospitals.
,
The illness is frequently caused by overwork in the kitchen
by using "BEFORE THE WAR" kitchen furniture. .In
to economize Mrs. Housewife loses her Jie:dth. The
whole household is thrown into confusion and turned over to
inexperience'd hands. The hospital bill was unnecessary.

We simply want to say tbis. That if Mrs. Housewife had had a
this would not have happened. A HOOSIER
KITCHEN CABINET saves steps and is cheaper than
hospital bills. Now is
the time to buy your wife a
HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET

HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET
and make her work a pleasure and life worth living.
The factory is working overtime and urge upon us to
anticipate our
needs for months in advance.
If you don't like it simply return it and back comes
your money.

J. C JO

l-il-

M

Uceosed Agents for Hoosier Cabinet

SKINT

6c

..

623-62-5

SON

Douglas Avenue

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, AssasUant, Cashier.

,

E. D. Raynolds, VTlce President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

HITCHCOCK ADVOCATES

FEDEIIALJWNERSH1P
IN

HIS ANNUAL REP'JPT HE SUGTELEGRiPH
GESTS
BE PUP;liASr.D.

Washington, Feb. 11. Government
ownership or control of telegraph
lines is again recommended by Post
master General .Hitchcock in his annual report" transmitted today to con
gress. Mr. Hitchcock says:
"In the last annual report the
was expressed that telegraph
lines in the United States should be
made a part of the postal system and
operated in conjunction with the mail
service. It is believed under proper
management such a consolidation
would result in important economies
and permit adoption of 'ower telegraph rates. Now that a postal sav
ings system has been established and
a parcel post provided for, there
Dette opportun
tQ fee
ity for the profitable extension of our
postal business' than through the
doption of a government telegraph
system."

raising and caring for fruit trees,
while in this section dry farming and
dairying are Deing ;iven the greater
emphasis, although all departments
of farming and hort Iculture are being
in each place the
demonstrated
train stops.
he will leave
Mr. Tinsley say
ti
his new
begin
Texas
soon for
work. He says Mr. Bainer, who succeeds him, doubtlesb will prove pop
ular with New Mexico people, as he
is an able man for the position. Mr.
McCowen will continue to do the

Capital,

$100,000.

Our

passed on third reading today the bill
prohibiting boys under 1G years of
age oping eiupiuycu m au; mwocu12
from
under
and
uoys
ger service
selling papers on the streets.
A resolution was also adopted ordering all legislative committees to
report by February 20. The house
numengaged this morning in killing a
greater part of thj field work for ber of bills creating new departments
the Santa Fe's agricultural depart- and
salaries of many
increasing
ment.
state
employes.
Tonight in the Commercial club
iJ
an
will
Garrison
give
Dr.
rooms
lustrated lecture on a topic interesting to both fanners! and townspeople.
The Commercial club has planned to
RECEIVED
make this lecture the occasion for a
of San Miguei
citizens
of
big meeting
that a larg.) h
ft is hoped
county,
m
crowd will be present. The lecture
S
o'clock.
will begin shortly attar

I IflST

Surplus, andJJndividhd F'sofits $35,000

Dep.Vor

Kebcflc-

Every Courtesy and

Ac-

commodation Within the Scope of Good Ranking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

$1,050

AT YOUR BOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

1 kt-i-

f

.

'vr-i- i

t

OVERLAND MOD! 59

NO NEW DEPARTMENTS.
senate
Feb. 11. The
Denver,

Extra Fancy Mackerel

Try a dram o.f Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

each

The report to the effect that W. H.
Garner had died in Wagon Mound,
which was
published recently, is
Mr. Gainer him
deuled'lly
strenuously
self. Jle says he ia very much alive.
Mr. (lamer was taken suddenly ill
several days ago and this was . the
cause 'of the report that lie was dead.

25c

Fancy Boston Mackerel
2 for

25c

"Dainty" Boneless Cod
fish , per box

25c

.

'"Span's Down''
Codfish

Dr. W. It. Tipton this afternoon received a telegram rroin his son,
Thomas .Tipton, an officer on the
United States battleship South Dakosail this even-lni- r
ta, that the ship would
for Acapulco,
from
Mexico. It there is any fighting in
the southern republic In which Americans engage young Tipton doubtless
will have a chance to participate.

,

fibered

.

15c

per pkg.

"Highest Grade"

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas
Phone Main 344.

Autofioie

&

IMm

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN TIIE CAN

HUIIIS QUALITY FRUITS"
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

"Pure Food" Sardines
per can

10c

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

Insist on 'Hunts" If you want tho highest
quality In conned fruits

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Mt.a 81

i

I

617 Do,,t;!m

'Ferndell" Sa rdines, per
can

An

25c

'Crawn" Sardines per
can

20c

t m Ackermnn and children wmli
Las Vegas
to thank the people of
and Ketu.e-meand especially the es
Brotherhood
of the G. I. A. and
la-i-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

n

lodge lor
Locomotive Ens-metheir kindness and, sympathy
l"'r' "v'''e'-durtn U"ir
Iohs of their beloved wife and
h,
DwitifU
mother, and also for tne.
fionil

o

t

bliu
"He

I

Mid-

dles Codfish, per pd

r.ARD OF THANKS.

UNEQUALLED.

j,-

i

STITCH

San-Dieg-

Britain,

.

A

.

x'-r-

.

101

Mrs. S. B. Davis will be held tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock at St.
Paul's Memorial
Episcopal church,
All friends of Mrs. Davis are invited
lege.
to be present The regular Lenten
the train has
Mr. Tinsley' sa:s
be
will
service for Thursday evening
been met by large crowds in all of
omitted.
the places in which it has stopped.
He believes it is accomplishing much
George H. KinKel has received a
good for the farmers who have visit
program of the recap ion tendered ed it. In the southern part of the
Vice President Marshall at Phoen:x
state greater emphasis was given to
last week ty the Masons of hat
the instruction of the farmers in

& Co.

Gross, Kelly

DOES

HOGS ARE THE CAUSE

KEEP FARMERS

JoBeph. Talchert is installing a new
compartment for suits In bis storef

another sack of

I

j

OF A LIVELY BATTLE

Light automobile lamps at 6:22
o'clock this evening.

Cream Loaf Flour

EEESEEBEl

SNOW

LOCAL NEWS

And the Best of Their Kind

r-

MWM

"

rjjf

M

11, 1913.
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Coffee Man"
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SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

i

